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Eon. F. J. S. Wise: Do not stonewall at
this hour.

The MIINISTER FOR LANDS: Instead
of the Bill having to be sent to the Gov-
ernor for assent, it will be brought in by
proclamation. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.

Question put and passed;, the Council's
amendment agreed to.

Resolution reported, the report adopted
and a message accordingly returned to the
Council.

AISJOURNIMENT-SFROIAL.

THE PREMIER (Hon. D. R. MeLarty-
Murray-Wellington) : I move-

That the House at its rising ailjouru till
8.30 p.m. tomorrow.

Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 10.34 p.m.

~Tjgisattble tud
Friday, 30th September, 1949.
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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at 2.30
p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS.

HOUSING.

(a) As to Denaro Concrete Block Company.

Hon. H. K. WATSON asked the Chief
Secretary:

(1) What members of the Housing Com-
mission are directors of,'or shareholders in,
Denaro Concrete Biock Manufacturing Co.
(W.A.) Ltd.?

(2) How many building permits have
been granted by the Housing Commission
in which the Commission has, without the
request of the applicant, made it a eondi-
tion that the permit is granted suabject to
the building being constructed of Denaro
bricks I
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The CHIEF SECRETARY replied:

(1) No member of the State Housing
Commission is a director of, or a shareholder
in, Denaro Concrete Block Manufacturing
Co. (W.A.) Ltd..

(2) The information is not immediately
available, It would necessitate an examina-'
ion of many hundreds of files. It baA

always been the policy of the Commission to
encourage the use of alternative materials,
particularly concrete bricks or blocks, in an
endeavouit to econosnise in the use of clay
bricks which have been in very short supply.

(b) As to, Squarage Permitted.

Hon. A. THOMSON (for Hon. A. L.
Loton) asked the Chief Secretary:

(1) 'Is it a fact that the rental homes
which have been constructed by the Housing
Commission have a floor area ranging from
1,150 square feet to 1,600 square feet, in-
eluding verandah area?

(2) In respect of permits granted to
owner-builders, on what rounds does the
Housing Commission seek to justify the re-
striction of such homes to a floor area of
750 square feet, or thereabouts?

The CHIEF SECRETARY replied:

(1) The floor ares of complete Common-
wealth-State rental homes ranges from 858
square feet up to 1,513 square feet, includ-
ing- verandah. In addition, the Commission
is building expansible homes of a floor area
of 700 square feet for small unit families.

(2) "Self-help" permits are restricted to
700 square feet under main roof with 200
square feet of verandah for a three unit
family and an additional 100 square feet
under main roof for each additional family
unit provided that the maximum 'under the
mnain roof -must not exceed 1,200 square feet.

Persons receive "self-help'" permits when
they are in a position to carry out some of
the skilled labour themselves without inter-
fering with the ordinary housing programme
and are prepared to accept the minimum of
a~commodation. In this way they gain an
advantage over others on the ordinary
priority list by not having to wait so long
for the issue of a permit.

(e) As to Contracts for Fibrous Plastler
Work.

Hon. H. L. ROCHE asked the Chief
Secretary:

(1) Is the Minister aware that, owing to
what is known as a guarantee clause recently
attached to Housing Commission contracts,
all fibrous - plaster work in War Service
Homes has to carry a guarantee of 12
months' maintenance?

(2) That only the members of the Fibrous
Plaster Manufacturers' Association are per-
mitted to undertake the maintenance on
fibrous plaster work in War Service HomesI

(3) That as a result of the operation of
the guarantee clause there is every prospect
of the individual fibrous plaster fixer, and
small firms engaged in such work being de-
ba-rred' from undertaking much of the Hous-
ing Commission's work?

(4) That creating a monopoly for a few
big firms in this work appears to be certain
from the operation of the guarantee clause?

(5) if the Minister is not aware of the
foregoing, will bhe have inquiries made, and
action taken to avoid what will become a
very undesirable state of affairs?

The CHIEF SECRETARY replied:

(1) The guarantee clause has been in
operation for the past two years.

(2) Any fibrous plaster manufacturer
can undertake work on Commission projects
provided he gives the necessary maintenance
guarantee.

(3) No. See answer to No. (2).
(4) No monopoly has been created.
(5) See answer to No. (2).

(d) As to Squarage Recommendation by
Advisory Panel.

Hon. H1. K. WATSON asked the Chief
Secretary:

(1) Is it a fact that his Building Advisory
Panel has advised the Minister for Housing
that there should be either no permits re-
quired, or alternatively, an automatic grant-
ing of permits to applicants for the erec-
tion of all bomnes up to a floor area not
exceeding 1,500 square feet?

(2) If so, is it the intention of the Gov-
ernment to give early effect to that recom-
mendation?
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The CHIEF SECRETARY replied:
(1) No advice to this effect has been

tendered by the panel to the Minister.
(2) Answered by No. (1).

ROADS.

As to Bituminising, Coolgardie-Norsemnaf.

Hon. G. BENNETTS asked the Chief
Secretary:

(1) Is it the intention of the Government
to continue bituminising the Coolgardie-
Horseman-road this coming year?

(2) If so, for what distance and when
will operations commence?

The CHIEF SECRETARY replied:.
(1) ITO.
(2) Answered by No. (1).

LEAVE OF ABSENCE.

On motion by Hon. H. L~. Roche, leave of
absence for the remainder of the session
granted to the Honorary Minister for Agri-
culture (Hon. G. B. Wood-East) on the
ground of ill-health.

BILL--LIQUID FUEL (EMERGENCY
PROVISIONS).

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the previous day.

HON. E. M. DAVIES (West) [2.39]:
The Bill in the main is to provide power to
obtain information on the hoarding of liquid
fuel in this State and includes other provi -
wions which will be proclaimed to give the
State power to control the sale, distribution,
acquisition and use of fuel oil only if ration-
ing is not re-introduced by the Common-
wealth. It is not intended that any State
scheme should entail the use of tickets unless
all other methods fail. . In reality, the Bill
is only an enabling measure.

To my mind, it paints an extremely sorry
picture. There we have the Govern-
ment bringing down a Bill to make pro-
vision in the event of the Commonwealth
not Te-introdueii~g the liquid fuel rationing
system. I was about to say it is rather
amusing, but it is too serious a question to
say that, because we found that certain
sections of people and individuals were
always raisin- complaints about the ration-
ing system of fuel oil and it became popular

for them to advocate the decontrol of some
items. - Certain interests made it their busi-
ness to challenge the validity of the Com-
monwealth regulations in the High Court
with the result that the rationing of fuel oil
was terminated very abruptly.

The object of rationing is to ensure that
each person or group of persons shall be
able to obtain the necessary quantity of fuel
according to his or their requirements. In
fact, that is the reason for rationing any
commodity in short supply. I should say,
that this experience should be a warning to
those people who are continually suggesting
that variods items still under control should
be decontrolled. Immediately the legal
rationing of petrol ceased, quite a number
of people, showing no consideration what-
ever for anybody else, obtained as much
petrol as they desired and, in some instances,
were assisted by certain oil companies which
permitted large quantities of fuel to be pur-
chased. Consequently, a lot of other people
now find it impossible to obtain the quantity
to which they were entitled during the ration-
ing period.

A number of people have hoarded petrol
knowing full well that they are depriving
others of the opportunity to obtain what is
requisite for business, industrial or private
purposes, and so owners of small businesses
and of private cars are unable to obtain
the requisite fuel to run their cars or trucks.
In view of recent experience, therefore, it is
necessary to re-introduce the rationing of
fuel oil. Although the Government has
submitted this Bill, which is only an en-
abling measure to be used in the event of the
Commonwealth's not re-introducing ration-
ing, apparently the Government is not in
favour of a rationing system, but the baby
has been handed on to it. The time has
arrived when the Government should make
known whether it favours the rationing of
liquid fuel or not.

Hon. G-. Fraser: The Government wants
to sit on the fence.

Hon. E. M. DAVIES: Rationing is con-
sidered to be not very popular. Recently,
however, many proprietors of petrol sta-
tions have been urging the n-introduction of
rationing and one can understand their atti-
tude. No business muan likes to tell a client
who has been a customer for a considerable
time that his requirements cannot be sup-
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plied, because he would possibly lose the
business, but if he could say, "You have
only a certain number of tickets entitling
you to a certain quantity of petrol and that
is all I can supply," he is carrying out the
law and not giving any offence to the client.

This is a national question, one to which
we must give very serious consideration.
Industry must be enabled to carry on and
private individuals must be afforded oppor-
tunity to make use of any form. of transport
needing fuel oil. It is time the Government
realised this. Although rationing may not
be popular, I think the States realise that it
is necessary, and hence have been compelled
to ask the. Commonwealth Government to
re-introduce the system. Petrol is a commo-
dity of very great importance in this coun-
try. It may not be similarly regarded in
countries having large towns, because they
have other means of transport, but in a
State like Western Australia, with its 'vast
area and the need for long distance travel-
ling, fuel oil plays a very important part.
Therefore we should exert every endeavour
to use judiciously any fuel that may be
available for transport.

The reason for the shortage of fuel oil is
that it either comes from dollar countries or
is carried in dollar boats, and as the ques-
tion of dollars in relation to sterling is
important, every endeavour should be made
to view the question from a reasonable
angle. There are some people who consider
that Australia should not take cognisance
of the question of what dollars are available
from the dollar pool because, whatever
dollars we use, means depriving the United
Kingdom of them. The United Kingdom
is endeavouring to build up its industries
after mpe of the greatest wars in history.
In 1940, the people of Great Britain stood
alone against the battering and the blitz
and came through successfully, and it is
only reasonable to assume that many of its
industries have not yet succeeded in return-
ing to full production.

Hon. IH. K. Watson: In my opinion, the
present Government of Britain is trying to
run that country to a standstill.

Hon. E. M. DAVIES:- That might be the
hon. member's opinion. He is evidently one
of those individuals prepared to decry the
Government of the United Kingdom simply
because it does not happen to be of his

political compleion. Such an attitude is
unpatriotic. We have always regarded the
United Kingdom as the Mother Country
that over the years bis protected and assisted
the Dominions. The Dominionp have deve-
loped and today it is their responsibility to
stand by the Mother Country. Any other
attitude is very unpatriotic, and those who
express other opinions can only do so be-
cause they are blinded by their own poitical
bigotry. I have always remained loyal to
the Mother of the British Commonwealth of
Nations. Irrespective of what party has
been in power, I have always stood up for
the Empire. So I say that those people
who criticise the Mother Country because
the Government Party happens to be of a
different political complexion from theirs are
definitely unpatriotic.

Hon. W. J. Mann: What has that to do
with the Bill?

Hon. E. M. DAVIES: If the hon. member
does not like my remarks, he need not re-
main in the Chamber; I have no objection
to his lea~ing. I repeat that this Bill is
merely an enabling measuire. Its object is
to make provision for the future in the
event of the Commonwealth Government's
not assuming the responsibility for the re-in-
troduction of rationing. Although I con-
sider I should support the measure for the
time being, the Government has, in nmy
opinion, introduced it knowing full well that
we must have some form of rationing, hut
is not prepared to undertake the task itself.
It is, however, prepared to hand the baby
over to the Commonwealth. I propose to
support the second reading.

HON. W. R. HTALL (North-East)
[2.51]: 1 support the Bill, although I am
very reluctant to do so. I haG thought the
time had arrived when we could do away
altogether with the rationing of petrol and
diesel oil. I still think that would have been
possible had it not been for statements made
on various occasions and the methods adopted
by one oil company in particular and, to a
lesser degree, by ont or two other oil com-
panies. However, it would now appear that
rationing is again to he enforeed. To my
way of thinking, the object of the Bill is to
prevent persons from hoarding petrol and
oil. When we reflect on what has happened
since June last, when the blackout occurred
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on account of the coal strike, we can judge
who has been responsible for the position.

Hon. H. Rearn: The strikers!

Hon. W. R. HALL: No, they were not.
What is responsible for the present position
is the publicity that was given to the petrol
position throughout the Commonwealth of
Australia and the action of the oil com-
panies. Anyone travelling around the coun-
try knows how the present situation arose,
The people were bluffed by propaganda
about the shortage of petrol. It has been
said that many people have been buying
44-gallon drums of petrol in large quantities
from a particular oil company, although I
do not know of any person who has done
so. But I would not call that hoarding.

Petrol rationing was discontinued from a
certain date and those people who bought
since that date did so legally. The only
way in which this Bill would affect them
would be to render them liable to prosecu-
tion if they made a false declaration as to
the stocks they held. Had pettol. been dis-
tributed judiciously after rationing was lifted
and if all the oil companies had fallen into
line, we 'wvould not have had the p1resent un-
satisfactory position. One company, how-
ever, wanted to sell as much as it Could, be-
xnz hungry for profits. Its example was
followed, to a lesser degree, by some of the
other oil companies. I should be very sorry
if we reverted to the ticket system. Ther e
is no doubt that it proved to be a farce.

Hon. Ri. 'M. Forrest: A, racket.

Ron. W. R. HALL: I have known of
people who sold petrol, tickets at 2s. each.
That is evidence of how the ticket system
defeats the object of rationing petrol. What
happened in the past? Thousands of
tickets were illegally printed and sold on
the blackmarket. 1, for one, do not think
that petrol rationing was taken seriously by
the Commonwealth Government. 'My rea-
son for saying so is that the tickets were
printed on paper which was nearly as absor-
bent as blotting paper, nor were they
marked or numbered as arc, for instance,
tramn tickets. These are numbered and have
a serial letter and therefore can he traced.
It would be possible to ascertain from the
records what train tickets, were sold, and on
what trips they were sold, ten or 20 years
ago.

The petrol tickets were quite plain and
that left the way open for fraud. I sin-
cerely hope that we shall not again have
the ticket system. We must also take into,
consideration the cost of that system to the
State and to the Commonwealth. I asked
some questions recently with respect to the
Liquid Fuel Control Board. The number
of persons employed by the board was not
warranted when one took into consideration
the quantity of petrol used by the motoring
public. The oil companies themselves could
assist in rationing.

Hon. E. H. Gray: What do you suggest?

Hon. W. 11. HALL: I suggest a card sys-
tem. It would not he infallible; I do not
claim that. During the past 12 months
about 2,000 odd new cars have been sold in
Western Australia and many purchasers of
them are finding it extremely difficult to ob-
tain petrol supplies. Regular customers of
garages can do so, hut some who purchased
cars within, say, the last six months or so,
are not recogniied by some service stations
as regular customers. Surely people who
have spent, say, from £700 to £l100 on
motor vehicles are entitled to a reasonable
ration of petrol, whether it bhe for pleasure
or business purposes. Is it fair that they
should have to go from garage to garage to
get one or two gallons of Petrol to run their
vehicles?

I wish to see somne equitable distribution
of petrol, so that all owners of motor
vehicles, will get a fair share whether it be,
as I said, for pleasure or business. I am
given to understand-and I do not think the
information is, far wron-that even today
we are drawing- on Petrol -which should have
been reserved for the next quarter. If that
is so, there -will soon he a very serious short-
age, unless petrol is taken out of bond to
reimburse the supplies which have been sold
in advance. If this is not done, wc shall
find oitrselves in a serious predicament. Thisz
Bill has been introduced in ease the Com-
monwealth Government does not take over
the rationingy of Petro].

Yo Government wants this behy; it is too
heavy. There are likely to be too many
repercussions. All the Sitates. ha ve decided
to hland over control to the Commonwealth
Government, but some of them are likely to
remain outside the agreement. I believe that
if the people had not been panicked into

0 ,
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buying large stocks of petrol and holding
them, there would have been no Deed for
rationing at this stage.

Hon. H. K. Watson: Certainly not in this
State.

- Hon. W. R. HALL: Nearly everybody-
private mnotorists and others-went along to
garages with their 4-gallon and S-gallon
drums and tins to have them filled. Even
when petrol was -rationed previously many
people who could not afford to pay for the
extra petrol they were allowed, went to the
garages oii the last few days of each ration-
ing period, when the tickets were due to
expire, and bought petrol rather than' allow
the coupons to go to waste. They filled up-
what receptacles 'they had or found other
ways of ensuring that the tickets were not
waited. I believe that even at this stage, if
people were not panicked intQ buying, there
would be no need for rationing.

There is a very interesting article in this
month's issue of "Road Patrol," the official
organ of the R.A.C., in which the writer
says-

During the period under review the follow-
ing occurred:-

(1) Stocking up by motorists, especially
large users, iii both metropolitan and coun-
try districts on at least two occasions for
fear of a return of rationing.

-(2) A very, marked increase intacotor
transport and emergency auxiliary plants
because of the coal strike.

These conditions obviously mnake unreliable
any conclusions that .may be drawn from
experience over this period which we submit
should be regarded no extraordinary and con-
sidered accordingly.

It is the considered opinion of my commit-
tee that the 440,000,000 gallons announced
by the Federal Government as the limit for
the 1949-50 period should be sufficient for the
needs of 'commercial transport aud the
general motoring public, subject to the follow-
iag provisos--

(a) That the practice which obtainell
under' rationing of permitting additional
imports to cover the requirements of new
registrations be maintained.

(b)- Replacement through additional imi-
ports of the amount of petrol used as .a
direct result of the coal strike.

(e) Absence of scare statemints likely
to promote panic buying.
We wish- respectfully to submit that the

situation does not warrant the abandonment
of a free market at this stage an? that it
would be fair ijud reasonable to provide for
an experimental period of not less than three

months on a free market, devoid of abnormal
conditions, in order to establish with certainty
the amount of petrol required for normal
operations.

It is suggested that if Cabinet should think
fit to make such a recommendation to the
Federal Government it might with advantage
be coupled with an appeal for the co-opera-
tion of motorists during the experimental
period and such an appeal would receive the
universal endorsement of all concerned and
the fullest support of my club.

I think such an appeal would receive the
support of all car owners. The motoring
industry is one of the largest in the Com-
monwealth. From the time a man pur-
chases a vehicle until he sells it, he finds
it very costly to run either for pleasure
or business, Only 'recently the "Govern-
ment Gazette" published information con-
cerning the biting of the control of labour
costs in connection' with work done on
cars-they used to amount to 11s. 6id. an
hour--so that the garages and service
stations can now charge anything they like.
Thenh there arc the amouht of sales tax paid
on a new cpr and the Customs duties that
go to the Governments of Ohe States!

HEon, J. A. Dimmitt: Not to the States.

Hon. W. R. HALL: The sales tax goes
to the Commonwealth Government.

Hon. J. A. Dinunitt: So do the Customs
duties.

Hon. W. R. HALL: Yes, that is right.
What an asset motorists ate to the big
firma and to the Commonwealth and States
generally! 'Curt ailment in one direction
means curtailment in another. We can be
quite certain that if rationing is reimnposed
-as it will be, because there is no altern-
ative hut to support the Bill-it will have
a detrimental effect on industry.

I have becn given authentic figures which
indicate that the paid motor drivers of
Australia-I include transport drivers, taxi
drivers and other employed motorists-
are greater in number than the employees
of all the railway systems in the Common-
wealth. -The motoring industry keeps a
lot of people employed in this State and
in Australia as a whole. I am very sorry
to see the prospect of rationing having to
be faced once more by motorists. Again,
the cost of running the Liquid Fuel Boards
in the various St-ates must be terrific. It
must have cost hundreds of thousands of
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HoD. If. Hearn: They have developed
some good dart players!

Hon. W. R. HALL:- It is a wonder the
hon. member did not visit them and learn
how to play himself, though I am given to
understand he is a recognised dart player.

Hon. G. Bennetts: Restrictions ought to
be placed on the big man with the money.

Hon. H. L. Roche: From playing darts?

Hon. G. Bennetts: No, from getting
plenty of petrol.

Hon. W. R. HALL: This is no joking
matter, hut a very serious one. Garages
in the metropolitan area do not want to
shoulder' any of the responsibility now.
Previously they did not mind;. they thought
they were home on the pig's hack. But they
believe it is a diferent proposition today.
A lot of them have not co-operated in
ensuring proper distribution of supplies,
inasmuch as they thought rationing 'was to
be abolished for all time. I do not want
to see rationing under the coupon system
reintroduced.

Hon. E. H. Gray: How are we going to
do itt

Hon. W. R. HALL: There must be some-
body with brains in the Commonwealth
who could devise some means other than
rationing by tickets which can be counter-
feited. One did not have to go to Sydney
if one wanted to obtain extra petrol tickets;
there were plenty in Western Australia. I
wonder how much has been hushed up by
the fuel boards in the various States con-
cerning- things that happened with regard
to petrol tickets! The authorities were
very lenient with the general public be-
cause there were very few prosecutions. I
venture to say that mnany matters have
been hushed up. That sort of thing applies
where there are big boards. Thit is one
reason why I do not want to see a ticket
system introduced. Questions have been
asked in both Houses about the Fuel
Board, and Ministers have more or less
wriggled out of giving definite answers.
What about the cost of the Rationing Com-
mission, where thousands of people are
employed?7

There is no alternative to the Bill, which
is fairly drastic. We have not had much
time to consider it. It has always been
the policy of the Opposition, when Labour

has been in power, to say, "We do not get
time to go through the Bills.' But I
notice this Government is bringing down
Bills in the same way, hoping the Labour
representatives will be asleep while they
are going through. When Mr. Kitson
was Chief Secretary, there used to be a
howl about Bills coming down at this stage.

Hon. J. M. A. Cunningham: It was not
due to our stonewalling.

Ron. W. H. HALL: The members of tbe
Legislative Council did not need five hours
to deal with a Bill. As Sir Charles Latham
remarked last night-five hours and noth-
ing said! I reluctantly support the Bill.

RON. G. BENNETTS (South) [3.13]: I
support the Bill, but I would prefer to see
something other thin the ticket system.
Because of the position regarding petrol sup-
plies, we must do something to see that
everyone gets a proper share. In the last
fortnight, many people in my district have
spoken to me on the question. Certain oil
companies squealed and said there would
be a shortage of petrol, ahid something
would have to be done. There is no doubt
that 4 4-gallon drums have been taken
away. I have seen not one, but dozens of
two, four and eight-gallon drums being
filled at bowsers. Much petrol has been
stored because people have been scared
into it. Two friends of mine here who are
petrol sellers say that the only thing to
do is to re-introduce the ticket system.

Hon. L. Craig: Did they say it before!

Hon. 0. BENNETTS: They say it now
because they do not know how they are
going to manage their supplies. It is the
same in Kalgoorlie. A wood contractor
there said he was never so short of petrol
in his life as at present. He said, "I hope
you will do something to get the ticket
system brought back into operation." It
can be seen, therefore, that something
must be wrong. They seem to think the
ticket system is the only way in which we
can achieve fairness. I know there was a
lot of trouble with tickets. I do not think.
there is one member here who did not get
growls from his constituents, because they
said certain people did not get enough.

I must say that every time I went to
the Liquid Fuel Board I got fair consid-
eration for the people I was representing.
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The Prime Minister gave a warning about
this. He understands the present world
position. In this country, the population.
is. scattered, and we must have a certain
amount of petrol on hand for any emerg-
ency. We have heard it said that the
person who is buying big supplies of petrol
is depriving the ordinary man, who cannot
afford to do that, of what he requires. The
ticket system gave everyone a fair chance.
Even after rationing went out, I did not
use any more petrol than with rationing,
and I do not now because it is too costly.
We pay s. 7%~d. or 3s. 8d. a gallon for it
in Kalgoorlie, so we cannot afford to use
it as a luxury. Many people in Perth,
however, can afford to run around in huge
cars giving about 15 miles to the gallon.
They are not short of petrol, as they have
the means of getting it.

Hon. E. Mf. Davies: That is why they do
not like petrol rationing.

Hon. G. BENNETTS: That is so. It will
bring them into line with the ordinary
working man, and they do not like that.
They want to he a step ahead of him.
There may be a better scheme than the
ticket system, hut in any case we must
have some method to give each and every
person a fair whack of the petrol availahle,
and not some, for the rich and none for
the poor.

HON. E. H. GRAY (West) [3.17], 1-
support the' Bill. The cause of this-

Hon. A. Thomson: Why not put the
blame in the right place-on the Common-
wealth Oovernment9

Hon. E. H. GRAY: The hon. member
can blame whom he thinks is wrong. We
cannot get away from the basic facts
which have caused this confusion and
chaos, namely, the High Court decision,
followed by the clever, insidious propa-
ganda of private enterprise as represented
by the oil companies. One big oil com-
pany stood out of the argument. The
clever propaganda, through the Press and
over the air, misled thousands of people
in Australia; it even misled the State Gov-
ernment.

The Bill represents a victory over pri-
vate enterprise, but unfortunately many
people are suffering. The advice and tac-
tics of private enterprise have absolutely
failed, with the result that some garage

proprietors who have tried to do a fair
thing are suffering today because of the
ruthlessness of the people who have taken
the petrol, and what amounts to dishonesty
on the part of other garage proprietors who,
on the advice of some of the oil companies,
sold as much petrol as they could get rid of.

Hon. J. A. Dimmitt: That was not dis-
honest.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: They were
legitimate sales, though they may have
been selfish.

Hon. E. H. GRAY: That selfishness has
caused a lot of loss and suffering. I hope
the people will learn a lesson from this
and take more notice of the advice ten-
dered weekly by the Prime Minister, so
that a position such as this will not arise
again. Th6 only sound system of rationing
is by means of petrol tickets, and within
a fortnight of the freeing of petrol sales
anyone could see that it would be neces-
sary sooner or later to re-introduce ration-
ing.

T am soiry that, on the information to
hand, it seems that rationing cannot he re-
introduced until the 1st November, and
I think that those who have bought up and
boarded petrol should disgorge most of it
in order that their fellow-citizens might
share it. I support th second reading and
hope that the Government will implement
as quickly as possible the provision of the
measure that deals with the hoarding of
petrol.

HON. R. J. BOYLEN (South) [3.22]: 1
support the Bill somewhat reluctantly, as
I am not keen on controls, hut I realise
that the distribution of petrol having been
left in the hands of the wholesalers and re-
tailers, the position in this State has
become chaotic. It is a compliment to the
judgment of the Commonwealth Govern-
ment that, it having insisted on maintain-
ing control until rationing was declared
by the High Court to be unconstitutional,
a realisation of the necessity for the re-
introduction of rationing has been forced
on us.

The distribution of petrol to those who
are dependent upon it to earn their liveli-
hood is what I am mainly concerned about.
I trust that the Liquid Fuel Control Board,
in dealing with applications for increased
amounts of petrol in certain cases, will
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take the real requirements of the appli-
,cants into consideration. In this regard
I have in mind particularly our pros-
peetors, 'who are to a great extent depend-
ent upon petrol for their living and who,
in turn, are the basis of one of the State's
most valuable industries. I do not think
it matters much what type of rationing
we have-whether by ticket or card con-
trol-as there is always some inconvenience
involved in a matter of that sort.

I am satisfied that some form of ration-
ing is essential in order to secure an equit-
able distribution of available supplies of
petrol to the community. I was with one
individual the other day in his ear, for
which the allocation under Tationlpg was
in the vicinity of 15 gallons per month,
and he told me that he has recently been
lucky to get even two gallons per week. I feel
that the present position is a reflection on
the honesty of the wholesalers and re-
tailers, because of the way they elected to
sell stocks of petrol, in view of the fact
that many who depend upon'.supplies of
petrol in order to earn their living have
-recently been able to get little or none. I
feel the~action of those who sold the petrol
in large quantities was tantamount to dis-
honesty.

HON. G. FRASER (West) [3.25]:
hope that the position in which we find
ourselves today will be a lesson to those
who raised the parrot cry of decontrol
over the past year or so. There is no
doubt that those who raised the cry, with-
out examining the position or giving con-
sideration to the advice tendered them by
those in possession of the facts, kept up
that cry until such time as the move was
mnade to have the High Court declare petrol
rationing invalid. As a result of that rul-
ing we find the country in a serious posi-
tion today. It will now be difficult for
those to whom petrol is essential in order
to carry on the industries of the State, to
get it. That is a sad state of affairs and
it has been brought about by the agitation
for decontrol.

Like other members, I hate controls, but
I will not allow myself to be blinded to the
fact that control is still essential in some
directions. Unfortunately 'some people
have let their hate of controls blind them
to the facts of the true position. That has

occurred not only. with regard to petrol
supplies, but also in the case of some
home-building supplies. After the Gov-
ernment had embarked on its programme
of decontrol it was forced, after lilting
certain controls, to reintroduce them.
Would it not have been better thoroughly to
examine the position before lifting those
controls in the first place?) However, no-
one would condemn a Government for
changing its mind if it is honest enough
to admit it has been wrong in the action
taken.

The Government gained a lot of votes,
when on .the hustings, by its promises
about the lilting of controls. It honoured
those promises insofar as it lifted the
controls from certain commodities, but the
realities of the situation forced it before
long to retract, and to reimpose the re-
strictions. I admire anyone who, when he
finds himself to be in the wrong, has the
courage to admit it. I am not concerned
about what system of rationing is to be
adopted but, when it is put into operation,
I hope some consideration will be given
to the question of vehicle license fees.

It may be found necessary to impose a
scale Of rationing as severe as that which
previously operated, and some people may
receive as little as two or three gallons of
petrol a month. I do not think they should
have to pay the full license fees for vehicles
that 'are restricted to a very small monthly
mileage. I.hope the Government will not
ignore that aspect of the matter, but will
agree to. certain reductions in the license
fees of those who are denied free use of
their vehicles. Something of that kind
mnight encourage a lot of people- not to
use even the small ration allowed them,
and the less petrol used, the more there
will he available to essential users. I am
afraid that, rationing having been lifted
for so long and so much petrol having
been used during the intervening period,
it may soon be found difficult to keep even
essential users -supplied.

The present position illustrates how the
truth was9 distorted by certain people in
the community, who said, both publicly
and privately, that there had been no extra
sales of petrol as the result of decontrol.
How of ten did we read statements of that
sort in the Press, said to have been made
by responsible people? In spite of that,
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the man in the street knew very well what
was going on, yet certain interests tried,
through the Press, to justify what was
happening; and they even encouraged ex-
ceptionally heavy sales of petrol.

Hon. J. M. A. Cunningham: A lot of it
has been stored away.

Hon. 0. FRASER: Because 'of that,
whether it was stored or used, it has notl
been available for industry. Yet, we find
those people making statements of that
description. It is about time they woke
up to themselves and decided that in
future when they deal with the public,
particularly through the Press, they will
let-~the public know the true position and
hot attempt to fool them, as they did.

HON. H. HEARN (Metropolitan)
[3.30]: It is my intention to support the
Bill and I will not unduly prolong the de-
bate. This afternoon I have heard some
statements that are true and some that, in
my opinion, are entirely false. It is very
significant that every time 'we have to dis-
cuss anything such as this Bill, some mem-
bers always make a tilt at those people
who believe in free trading and decontrol.

Hon. G. Fraser: We lueliieve in it just
the same.

Hon. H. REARN: I want to remind the
House of one or two factors concerning the
question of the limitation of petrol supplies
from the standpoint of those who still be-
lieve that the decontrol of most things is
the surest basis for a free Australia.

Hon. E. MN. Davies: It has not heen borne
out by fact.

Hon. H. REARN: When the ease was
heard by the High Court and petrol ration-
ing suddenly ceased, there is no doubt that
for the first two or three weeks there was
no intense increase in petrol consumption.
Then what happened? We had the indus-
trial- trouble in the Eastern States-No. 1.
if any member, on either side of the House,
can tell me that that did not have a tre-
mendous influence on the drain upon petrol
-I know it did in our own State--then
I think he, is begging the question- Not
only did that happen but I say that the
Commonwealth Government deliberately
sought to unsettle the general motoring
public and the users of petrol.

Hon. C. H. Simpson: Stampeded them.

Hon. H. HEARN: The Commonwealth
Government stampeded the general motor-
ing public into securing as much petrol as.
it could. I say the Government did that
deliberately because I am 'perfectly satis-
fied that the Prime Minister of Australia
wanted to take control of petrol before the
next Federal election. We find that in other
avenues, and it ha-s even extended as far
as publicity. Yet we are supposed to think
that decontrol is all wrong! From the
bfstory of the last six months, we people
who believe in decontrol of most things
have been proved perfectly right and cor-
rect. Therefore I say that the State Gov-
ernments should do no other than they are.

Hon. E. H. Gray: They should have done-
it long ago.

Hon. H. HEARN: The States are seek-
ing to meet an emergency but the final
blame mu-st still be placed upon the Fed-
eral Government because of the chaotic
conditions in which we find ourselves today.

HON. H. K. WATSON (Metropolitan)
[3.33]: I agree that the responsibility for
the conditions in which we find ourselves
today must be placed with the Common-
wealth Government.

Hon. E. H. Gray: No, with private enter-
prise.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: Qne of the prin-
cipal policies of the Federal Government
is that of organised shortages. Most prq-
vious speakers who have addressed them-
selves to this question have confined their
attention to effects. Let us get back to,
causes for a moment. Mr. Davies did touch
upon them and I desire to refer to one or
two matters to which he made mention. We
have to bear in mind that all this discus-
sion about rationing of petrol is not due to
the fact that there is any world shortage
of petrol. It is not due to the fact that
there is any shortage of petrol available
to Australia, but'it is due to the fact that
the Prime Minister, in his desire to assist
the questionable financial and economic
policies of Sir Stafford Cripps, is slashing
dollar imports into Australia. That is the
real reason for it. Yet Mr. Davies would
ask us to say that we should subscribe
to that policy because it is patriotic!

Hon. H. Hearn: You would be called
unpatriotic if you did not!
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Hon. H. K. WATSON: If we do not sub-
mit to that line of thought we shall be
called unpatriotic. Let us have a look at
the other Empire countries and see what
they are doing. Let us see what other twin-
try besides Australia is slashing imports
to bolster up the financial nostrums of Sir
Stafford Crippa. Is India doing itI No!
Is Pakistan doing it! No!

Hon. 0. Fraser: You would not expect
them to, would you?

Hon. H. K. WATSON: Is South Africa
doing #1? No! What about Canada! Is
Canada doing itf No!

Hon. E. H. Gray: They are doing it in
New Zealand.

Hon. E. M. Davies: Canada is a dollar
country.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: Canada is sell-
ing its wheat and cheese to the United
Kingdom. She will not accept sterling but
is insisting that the payment shall be in
dollars. She could have accepted payment
in sterling even if she is a dollar country.
Because Canada is demanding payment in
dollars, would any member say that Canada
is unpatriotic? Would any member say
to any British merchant who wanted his
full payment of 20s. in the £C for any goods
he sold, that he was unpatriotic because
of that? I suggest, simply because one
takes a commnonsense view of the position,
one cannot be called unpatriotic. The only
other country that has approached Austra-
hia in its determination to stick with Sir
!Stafford Crippa and his policy through
thick and thin, is the New Zealand Govern-
mnent.

The three Ministers concerned are, in my
,opinion, inflicting serious and grievous
hardships on their respective peoples. That,
in a nutshell, is the -reason why we have
a petrol shortage in Australia, including,
of course, Western Australia, It is not
due to any shortage of petrol but is simply
,due to the determination of Mr. Chifley
that be shall maintain his organised short-
ages and will not permit, or not seek, a re-
arrangement of his financial dealings with
Britain and permit of evern a small amount
-of additional petrol coming in.

Hon. E. H. Gray: Are you speaking for
the Liberal Party?

Hon. H. K. WATSON: I agree with Mr.
H1all that the experience in Western Aus-
tralia, for the first month or a little longer

after petrol rationing was declared invalid,
clearly showed that in this State, with
the existing overall State supplies avail-
able, or perhaps with a very small addi-
tion, we could have got along satisfactorily
without any rationing at all.

Hon. E. H. Gray: It failed in a fort-
night.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: It failed when
Mr. Chifley, or other interests that were
keen on having rationing restored, started
all sorts of furphies about rationing being
reimposed. The best way to start a panic
is to say that rationing is to be reimposed.
If the people were secure in the knowledge
that rationing would not be imposed,. and
the Prime Minister had made an appeal to
the people to act like reasonable citizens,
I think the public would have responded to
it. Unfortunately the Federal- Government
did nothing like that, and so far as I am
concerned I suggest that instead of listen-
ing to the advice of Mr. Chifley, as one
member suggested, we should blame Mr.
Chifley for the position in which we find
ourselves today.

Hon. E. 31. Davies: We have been doing
that all along.

THE CHIEF SECRETARY (Hon. H.
S. W. Parker-Mpetropolitan-Suburban-in
reply) [3.40]: I shall not take up the time
of the House' in speaking at length in reply
to the debate, except to say that we know
it is essential to have some form of control.
I agree with Mr. Davies that the States can-
not exercise that control, which is really .a
Federal matter. It d&als with a Federal
power in that the Commonwealth imports
the petrol and distributes it to the whole-
salers. Members will agree that it is in-
finitely better that that control should be
continued until the consumer actually gets
his supplies.. Ta the circumstances, the
States have decided to hand over to the
Commonwealth, as 'Mr. Davies pointed out,
the power to control the retailing of petrol.

The reason for the introduction of the Bill
is that the Commonwealth is not empowered
to do that unless all the States ves-t it with
the necessary authority. The matter was
discussed at length yesterday and members
seemed to agree that they could not accept
the word of any Minister that the States
would agree to bring in any legislation.
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I have in mind the footwear Bill. Members
were satisfied that they could not accept the
statement that although the States had
agreed to pass legislation, they would, in
fact, do so. In view of their attitude then,
members must agree with me that it is es-
-sential to pass this measure as a stand-by
except with respect to the first portion of
it to which effect will be given imm ediately.
That will enable us to ascertain where the
petrol within the State is located and how
much is held by those who possess it. With
regard to the subsequent distribution, it will
be a matter for the Commonwealth to de-
termine.

Personally I was not surprised last night
when mpembers asked for the debate on the
Bill to be adjourned to enable them to look
through its provisions. I trust Sir Charles
Lathani has looked into it and has refreshed
his memory in respect of what has been
done during the past few years.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: You need not
try to be funny!I

The CHIEF SECRETARY:- I am not
being funny; I am serious.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: It does not
sound too serious to me.

Thp CHIEF SECRLETIARY: It would
not; it does not matter! Sir Charles said
what was proposed -was entirely divorced
from what the Commonwealth did in the
past. On the contrary, it is entirely the
same. We are handing over to the Com-
monwealth power to do what it did efore,
and it is the Commonwealth regulations that
we are adopting. No doubt Sir Charles has
been able to look into that phase.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: I did not say
that.

The CHIEF SECRETARY:- Doubtless Sir
Charles will agree witb that. I also notice
the absence of one hon. member who last
night voiced such tremendous objections to
the Bill beinL, introduced at this stage of
the session and claimed that he had not had
time to look through this and other Bills
that were introduced so late. He wanted
the debate adjourned so that he could look
through the Bill. But that very member
bhimnself introduced a Bill last night at the
last minute. Not only that, but he voted in
favour of the adjournment of the debate on
the Hill now under discussion, and yet he is
not in his seat today. Hie has gone away.

Hon. A. Thomson: He has gone to attend
a show,

The CHIEF SECRETARY: He has gone
to attend a show instead of remaining here
to attend to work of the whole of his con-
stituency!I He wanted the debate adjourned
so that he could look into the Bill. Why did
he not say he would not be here today?
I do not blame him for attending the show,
but his absence indicates to me that he is
perfectly satisfied the Bill is all right.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee.

Hon. J. A. Dimmitt in the Chair; the
Chief Secretary in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I and 2-ared to.

Clause a-Interpretation:

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I
thank the Minister for his references to me,
but I wish he would quote what I said in-
stead of giving the Committee his own in-
terpretation.

The, CHAIRMAN: Order! The question
is the adoption of Clause 3.

FvIu. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: That
is the clause I desire to discuss. The inter-
pretat ion of "invoked regulations" -refers to
what appears on pages 207 to 233 of the
"Manual of Defence Transitional Legisla-
tion,7' Second Addition. The manual is
published by the Commonwealth and con-
tains the National Security (Liquid Fuel)
Regulations with the omissions and amend-
ments indicated in the s~hedule to the Bill.
I understand there are only two copies of
the manual in this State, both being in the
possession of the Crown Law Department.
I endeavoured unsuccessfully this morning
to obtain a copy. I do not know how the
trade will he able to determine what is
necessar ' unless further cdpies of the
manual are printed and distributed amongst
them. I interpret the meaning of the re-
ference later on in the Bill to mean that
the Government will be able to make such
amendments as may he necessary. I have a
copy of the regulations that we worked on
at the Liquid Fuel Board.

The CHTIEF SECRETARY: What is the
date of the volume of regulations that you
have? I would like to see it.
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The CHAIRMAN: Does Sir Charles de-
sire to answer the Chief Secretary's ques-
tion?1

Hon Sir Charles Latham: I shall-as soon
as the Minister sits down,!

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Very well.

Ron. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: The
copy I have is the sixth edition and is dated
September, 1945, and has the printed amend-
ments made from time tco time pasted in
on slips of paper.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The volume
which I have contains the regulations in
force on the 1st January, 1948. They ap-
pear at pages 207 to 223. Since this vol-
ume was printed, other amendments have
been made; but I point out that we are
adopting the regulations as printed in this
volume, not as printed and amended. The
regulations will be available as soon as
the Commonwealth takes over the ration-
ing. The matter was considered very care-
fully and members may rest assured that
great care was bestowed by the draftsman
on the preparation of this measure. Sir
Charles Latham need have no fear that the
drafting is incorrect.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 4-agreed to.
Clause 5-Regulations:
Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I move

an amendment-
That in lines 2 and 3 of Subelause (4) the

words ''Legislative Assembly and to each
member of the Legislative Council be struck
out and the words "State Parliament" in-
serted in, lieu.

The Legislative Council takes precedence
over the Legislative Assembly.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I see no
objection to the alteration although I re-
gard it as altogether unnecessary. if
agreed to, it would invokve the reprinting
of the Bill, which would then be sent to
another place and returned here. The Gov-
ernment is anxious that the Bill should be
passed as it wishes to deal with boarders
of petrol. If it is the desire of the Corn-
inittee-

Hon. W. J1. Mann: It is the desire of this
Committee to do the right thing.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I do not
think there is any point in placing the
lower before the upper, or the upper before
the lower.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: We ought to
adopt the proper procedure.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: When all is
said and done, A comes before C. There
is no object in having the Bill reprinted
for pedantic reasons. I oppose the amend-
ment.

Hon. W. J. MANN: This is not altogether
a light matter, I challenge the Chief Sec-
retary to produce any statute of this State
in which the Legislative Assembly has taken
precedence over the Legislative Council.
The Chief Secretary made a feature of the
drafting of the Bill and I am quite pre-
pared to believe that there is no sinister
motive behind this change. There is, how-
ever, clear evidence of loose drafting. No
member of this Committee is desirous of
holding up the measure and thus embarrass-
ing the Government; but we think we would
be remiss in our duty if we allowed this to
pass unchallenged. I suggest that those
responsible should he reprimanded and
warned to adopt the correct procedure in
future. ,-

The CHIEF SECRETARY: If it meets
with the wishes of members, I shall, of
course, draw the attention of the drafts-
man to this bad error.

Hon. G. FRASER: I hope Sir Charles
Latham will not persevere with his amend-
ment. If we had continued our sitting
yesterday until 3 or 4 o'clock in the morn-
ing and an amendment like this had been
moved, I could have understood it. But
wye have come here fresh today and there-
fo re I cannot understand this objection. If
Sir Charles wishes to start a row between
the two Houses, here is his opportunity.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: I am taking
out both Houses, and mentioning members
of Parliament.

Hon. G. FRASER: That is so, hut we
would have to give reasons for the altera-
tion. Let this go and forget about it. No-
one loses any caste because of this. I can-
not see anything wrong with the amend-
ment, but if we persevere with it there
might be a fair sort of a go between the
two places. In addition, it means reprint-
inT and extra cost over a twojenny-half-
penny matter.

Hon. AV. J. Mann: And a twopenny-half-
penny east.
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Hon. G. FRASER: There would also Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I move
be extra work for the staff.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I point out
that as soon as Parliament is prorogued
there is no member of the Assembly. It
does not exist because there is no Parlia-
ment pending the general election. If we
get down to technicalities there is no need
to send copies of the regulations to Legis-
lative Assembly representatives because they
do not exist.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: They exist
until their successors are known on election
day.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: They are
paid, but they do not exist. Parliament
cannot be called together because there are
.no members. It is prorogued. If members
look at the parliamentary pensions scheme
they will find the provision there is made
for the same reason.

Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.

Sitting suspended from 4.0 to 4.20 p.m.

Clause 6-rIvoked regulations:

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: In
Subelaisp (2) the Commonwealth Minister
is mentioned as the Minister of State for
Supply and Shipping, and I would like to
point out that there is no such person. I
think this is Mecant to read "the Minister
for Shipping and Fuel."

The Chief Secretary: In the regulations
the Minister is defined as the Minister for
Supply and Shipping.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: The
latest Commonwealth "Hansard" which I
have before me shows that the Minister for
Shipping and Fuel is Hon. W. P. Ashley,
and the Minister for Supply and Develop-
ment is Hon. J. 1. Armstrong. In the
subelause, T think the Minister should be
shown as the Minister for Shipping and
Fuel.

The Chief Secretary: We certainly want
some alteration.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM1: T
think we should alter it because, if it comes
to a question of law it micht he a vital
point.

The Chief Secretary: I will support whiat-
ever you move.

an amendment-
That in line 2 of Subelause (2) after the

word ''for'' the words ''Supply and'' be
struck out.

Amendment put and passed.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I move
an amendment-

That in lines 2 and 3 of Subelause (2) after
the word "Shipping" the words "and Fuel"
be inserted.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clauses 7 to 12-ag-reed to.

Clause 13:

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I
draw members' attention to Subelause (4)
(a). I think we should be a little more
liberal than is indicated in the subclause.
People are itinerant and move from place
to place, and very few see the "Government
Gazette." I do not know how we can give
publicity other than through the "Govern-
ment Gazette," but in many. country places
it is not seen.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I had not
been given notice of this, but I do not know
what else can be done.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: I do not sup-
pose it could be published in all newspapers.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The news-
papers usually obtain information from the
"Government Gazette." However, if we say
it should be published in "The West Aus-
tralian," a man who is in Port Hedlund
might not see a copy of that, either, and it
would not be of much use. I doubt very
much whether anybody would be fined if lie
supplied petrol in the circumstances.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: If it were en-
forced, it would be a little hard.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I agree, but
I do not think we can do much about it.

Clause put and passed.

Clanses 14 to 16-agreed to.

Schedule:

Han. Sir CHARLES LATHAM1: I move
an amendment-

That in line 2 of the definition of ''I e Com-
monwealth Minister,'' the words ''Supply
and'' be struck out.

Amendment put and passed.
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Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I move
ank amendment-

That in line 2 of the definition of " The
Commonwealth 'Minister,' after the word
"Shipping"' the words "and Fuel" be
inserted.

Amendment put and passed.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move an

amendment-
That after Item 14 the following be in-

serted:
14A. Regulation 34--Add the following sub-

regulations:-
(3) Where the hoard decides to revok37 a

license pursuant to the provisions of this re-
gulation, the board shall cause written nolice
of its decision to be given to the license holder.

(4) Within seven days of receipt -if the
notice, the license holder may appeal to the
magistrate of a Local Court against the de-
cision.

(5) The magistrate may confirm, reverse or
vary the decision and make suchi order as to
the costs of the appeal as he shall consit:er
just and his determination shall hie final.
This -will permit of an appeal being made
where a license has been revoked or refused.
A similar right was not included in the
Commonwealth regulations.

Amendment put and passed; the schedule,
as amended, agreed to.

Title--agreed to.

Bill reported with amendments and the
report adopted.

Third Reading.

Bill read a third time and returned to
the Assembly with amendments.

MINISTERIAL STATEMENTS.

Chief Sccretar"' and Reserres Bill (No. 2).

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Last evening
Mr. Davies, when speaking on the Reserves
Bill (No. 2) raised a question on Clause 9
dealing with portions of Cockburn Sound
Locations Nog. 551 and 839. The point
was that the Fremantle City Council bad
made certain land available to the State
Housing Commission as an inducement for
it to build houses there. When the sale
of these homes was contemplated, it be-
came necessary to subdivide the land into
blocks, and the value was fixed at £600.
The hon. member wanted some information
concerning that sum. I assure the bon.
member that the £600 will not he added
to the cost of the land, but will be spent
in the makina of the road,

Chief Secretary and Footwear Regulations
Act Amendment Bill.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I promised
yesterday to obtain information regarding
footwear legislation in the other States.
The position is as follows--

Commonwealth: Commonwealth (Import)
Regulations amended Commonwealth Govern-
ment Gazette No. 56, 4th August, 2949-to
come into operation after three months, namely,
the 4th November next.

Queensland: Law amended in 1947 and in
operation.

New South Wales: No reply has been re-
ceived.

Victoria: Bill embodying footwear confer-
ence resolutions now before Parliament.

Tasmania: Amendment has been recom-
mended-approved in principle by Cabinet.

South Australia: Bill drafted embodying re-
solutions of conference. Anticipate before
Parliament this session.

BILL-ISHERIES ACT AMENDMENT.

Assem biy's Message.

Message from the Assembly received and
read notifying that it had disagreed to the
amendment made by the Council.

In Committee.

Bon. J. A. Dimmitt in the Chair; the
Chief Secretary in charge of the Bill.

Clause 10: Insert after the word "Prin-
cipal" "in line 24, page 4, the following:-

Provided that where an agent or servant
succeeds in recoveriag from his employer the
amount of fine and costs in which be has been
mulct, no conviction shall be recorded against
him.

The CHAIRMAN: The Assembly's rea-
son for disagreeing is-

Thme amendment is not consistent with the
preceding part of. Clause 10; no provision is
made for expunging a conviction from the
records of the court and, if such conviction

shulbe expunged, this shouldi rot he de-
pendent on the ability of the defendant to re-
cover an indemnity fromn the employer.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move--

That the amendment be not insisted on.

Hon. W. J. 'MANN: I intend to vote
against the motion. The reasons given by
another place may be legal, but they are
not commonsense and they do not refliedt
very much credit on Parliament. Sooner
or later some innocent person is going to
have a conviction or convictions recorded
against him in the charge books of the
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Police Department, which will he there for
all time. I discussed the matter with the
Minister in another place last night, and
he agreed with the principle that a con-
viction should not be recorded against a
person who was merely conveying fish
from one place, to another, hut said that
it was rather late and there was some diffi-
culty about framing a new provision.

However, I am not going to allow' this
state of affairs to exist without a protest.
The fact that the Government desires that
a person who has been fined shall be given
the rather extraordinary opportunity of
having the convictions suspended for three
months in order that he may institute pro-
ceedings against the employer for the re-
covery of the fine and costs is a fair indi-
cation that the Government recognises such
individual may easily have been guiltless.
Therefore, some provision for expunging
the conviction should have been included
in this Bill.

a The CHIEF SECRETARY: It is an
offence now for anyone to be in possession
of undersized fish v)o matter what the cir-
cumstances. This Bill is intended to give
some relief to an employee of a fisherman-

Hon. W. J. Mann: A servant or age~nt.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yes. For
instance, it may be the man in the market,
who tells the inspeior that he has just
received a box of fish and states whence
he received it. In that case, the person re-
sponsible for catching the fish can lye
traced. But if that sort of thing had been
going on week after week, and the mn
had been selling undersized fish for the
fisherman, he would be culpable and should
be dealt with aecordingly. Nevertheless,
under this measure he would be able to re-
cover the fine and costs from the employer.
That having been done, we catnot very
well do any more.

The amendment is not logical, because it
is necessary for a conviction to be recorded
before a man can proceed to collect from
the employer. Let us take the position of
a man who is deliberately carting under-
sized fish. He refuses to give the name
of his employer and is duly fined. A few
days afterwards he goes to the police
station anid says, "I have collected my fine
from the emaployer. Please strike out the
conviction." Would that not be a simple

way of defeating the purpose of this Act,
namely, to stop the taking and killing of
undersized fish I

Hon. G. BENN5ETTS: Does this refer
to undersized fish for sale or for use as a
fertiliser I

The Chief Secretary: It does not matter
what it is for.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: You are'-not
allowed to catch them.

The'Chief Secretary: You would not have
any fish in Esperance harbour if it were
allowed!

Hon. G. BENKETTS:- That is what I
was thinking about. I was there recently
with the fisheries inspector and I saw a man
taking away two bags of undersized skip-
jack. Hie told me he was obtaining them
us fertiliser for his garden. I do not know
whether b6 knew he was doing wrong. I
told the inspector about it and he did not
seem to bother.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment not insisted on.

Resolution reported, the report adopted
and a message accordingly returned to the
Assembly.

BILL-COMPANIES ACT
AMZNDMENT (No. 2).

Assembly's Message.

Message from the Assembly received end
read notifying that it had agreed to the
amendment made by the Council.

BILL-FOOTWEAR REGULATION ACT
*AMENDMENT.

Assembly's Message.

Message from the Assembly received and
read notifying that it had agreed to the
amendments made by the Council.

BILL-LOAN (No. 2), E1l,720.0OD.
Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the previous any.

HON. G. BENWETTS (South) [4.65]: 1
do not intend to say much about the Bill;
hut as the Government is dealing in such
a large amount of money, and as this is
the lost time I shall be Ale to speak in a
general way for about 10 months, I would
like to ask whether some of the funds to
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be made available can be spent in my pro-
vince. I consider that quite a lot of money
,was wasted in the recent cartage of tomatoes
and the bringing in of second-class traffic
from the Eastern States, which resulted in
a certain loss to our Railway Department.
All the traffic that came from the Eastern
States was carted by road and was second-
class traffic.

Some of the money mentioned in the Bill
will, I hope, be spent in giving greater
assistance to prospectors, who are, the means
of developing the outback parts of the
State and bringing in revenue. I am greatly
,concerned about the need for spending more
money on road-making. I know that thc
sums provided for mnain roads come from
the Commonwealth Government, but I hope
that something will be done to roads in out-
back districts to encourage decentralisation.
I am thinking particularly of the roads be-
tween Norseman and Kalgoorlie, and be-
tween Esperanee and Ravenathorpe. I
would like to see money allocated for addi-
tions to the Kalgoorlie hospital, which are
badly needed.

I would also like to see a high school
provided at Esperance,. and I am greatly
concerned about the need for a flat rate
for water for people in rural areas and on
the Eastern Goldields. I noticed a report
in the "Kalgoorlie Miner" of Tuesday last
in which it was indicated that at a meeting
of the Kalgoorlie Municipal Council dis-
satisfaction was expressed regarding the
delay in the completion of worlkrs' homes
on the Goldfields. Both the Kalgoorlie coun-
cil and the Boulder council, as well as the
local road board and the 2nd/2Sth Bat-
talion have built many homes on the Gold-
fields, and I hope that the Government
scheme will be speeded up. The Govern-
ment made many promises during the last
election as to what would he done with re-
gard to schools and hospitals, and I hope
those promises will be honoured.

Half of Kalgoorlie is% sewered already
but, in spite of repeated requests to the
Government for assistance to finish the job,
so far no further funds have been made
available. I hope the Government will now
provide the necessary money f or this pur-
pose. Something should be done to improve
the ,chool accommodation at Norseman and
arramrenients should be made to clean out
the silt from the dam there. I have -re-

ceived letters from the Vilgarn Road Board
and the M,%ingenew Road Board on the sub-
ject of soil erosion.

I am informed that the meflibers of the
Soil Conservation Committee who recently
visited those districts gave valuable advice,
hot the opinion of the people in that area
seems to be that they are expected to do
too much of the necessary work with their
own ordinary farm plant. Soil erosion is
becoming a serious problem in many parts
of the State and, in the opinion of these two
road boards, assistance should he given,
through the making available of staff to
give advice amid of plant to be used on the
work, in an endeavour to curtail the effects,
of soil erosion. I hope the Government will
do something to assist in this direction. I
support the Bill.

HON. . A. THOMSON (Sbuth-East).
[3.2]: This will ptobably be the last occa-
sion upon which I will speak in this House.
I desire briefly to touch on a matter to,
which I have frequently said greater atten-
tion should be paid. I notice that L50,000
is provided in the Loan Estimates for pine
planting and forest regeneration. At pre-
sent in Western Australia we are cutting
our timber faster than it can be grown. It
is easy to visualise that in the not far
distant future therewill be a considerable
shortage of timber in this State. . I think
it is up to the Government, thtongh onr
schools, to encourage and cultivate in the
young people of the community a genuine
spirit of silviculturo and forest regenera-;
tion.

We should impress on OUr farmers that
they should m'ake a practice of planting a
small area of trees each y&ar on their pro-
perties. I have on more than one occasion
referred to the anomalous position that arose
when Au,4ralia, in years gone by, imported
wattle bark front South Africa for tanning
purposes, though the seed of that wattle
w-as originally obtained by South Africa
from Australia. Again I Unrge the Govern-
ment, through the Education Department,
to encourage, the planting of trees. I be-
lieve that for every tree that is cut down
today another should he planted for the
benefit of future generations&

I congratulate the Government on many
of its proposed works. In spite of all the
difficulties with which it has been faced,
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on the whole it has done an excellent job.
I extelid to you, Sir, to members and the
staff of Parliament my thanks for the
courtesy that has always been extended to
me here, and I trust that the State of West-
ern Australia will continue to prosper.

HON. E. H. GRAY (West) [5.5]: MAem-
bers representing the West Province are
particularly interested in this measure,
which includes an item of £1,040,000 for Fhc
provision of works for the improvement of
harbour and river facilities, particularly
at 'Fremantle. This is an ambitious pro-
gramme and I hope that the Government
will be successful in its plans in this re-
gard. Irrespective of Party, we all desire
to see governmental works carried out effi-
ciently and successfully. Those of us in-
terested in harbour extension have a par-
ticular interest in the proposed plans for
the extension of Fremantle harbour.

Some concern has been expressed to me
by residents of Riverside-drive, East Fre-
mantle. I do not know whether State or
Commonwealth officers were responsible,
and the householders do not seem to know
much about it; but they have told me that
their cottages were inspected and measured
and that the officer said it was proposed
to widen Riverside-drive and that it 'would
be necessary to resume cottages and other
buildings in that area. It may have been
a State officer acting on behalf of the Corn-
monweaith, because that -road leads to
H..A.S. "Leeuiwin,' the headquarters of
the Navy in this State.

If resumption is necessary there to widen
that road, T hope accommodation will be
found for those whose homes are to be re-
sumed; but if the road was wide enough
for the heavy traffic during the war years,
I do not think it should be necessary for
it to be widened during the present hous-
ing shortage. I that resumption is pro-
posed by the Commfon~vealth, I would like
the Chief Secretary to make representa-
tions to the Federal members who repre-
sent that area. It may be a small matter,
but it is of vital importance to the persons
whose homes are involved. I understand
that it will affect also a new factory'that
has not long been in operation. I support
the Bill.

31ON. X. DL FORRBST (North) [5.10]:;
I was interested in the speech of the Chief
Secretary when he dealt with the Loan Esti-
mates. I notice that an item of 1£417,00
is shown as the loss on the State Shipping
Service. That sounds a great amount but
it was stated that £213,000 was accounted.
for by the major overhaul of one vessel.
We look upon the State Shipping Service
as a public utility and not as a State trad-
ing concern, beeause its function is to serve
the North-West coast. The State vessel;
cannot be run at a profit at the present
time when there is such a big debt owing
on the service.

If the Government intends to run that
service as a State trading concern, the
sooner it gets .rid of the ships the better.
In order to make up some of that loss the
Government has raised freights by as much;
as 100 per cent. in some cases. A popula-
tion of about 6,000 living in the North-
West is expected to pay an increase in
freights amounting to £100,000 per annum,
which works out at about £15 per head,
whereas for the rest of the State, with a
population of perhaps 400,000, the increases
in freight will amount to about £500,000,
or £1 5s. per head.

It is extraordinary that whenever the
Government requires money it imposes
hardship on the North-West. We know that
the price of wool is high at present, but we
were surprised when the Government raised
the freight on wool from 17s. 6d. per bale
to £1 17s. 9d. per bale, an average increase
of £1 per bale on all wool carried by the
State Shipping Service. Members will have
read in the Press recently about the shearing
shed at Corunna Downs Station having been
burnt to the ground. That is the second
shearing shed in two years burned in that
district.

We have a good idea who was responsible
for the destruction of those sheds, and I
hope the Government will make a full in-
vestigation into the incident of a few weeks
ago where the shearing shed and the whole
of the equipment was destroyed. Membersf
are aware that two years ago the shearing
shed at Boodarrie Station was burned downr
in similar circumstances, though it was sup-
posed to be an accident. However, when
sheep are brought out of ea shed slight,
kerosene having been sprinkled over them,
we know that wool does not ordinarily buro
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in that way. That shea was deliberately
burnt down and now there has been another
such occurrence. I trust the Government
will have a full investigation of what hap-
pened at Corunna Downs.

We were disappointed that the Govern-
ment did not see fit to lift housing -restric-
tions in the North-West. The more houses
that are built in that part of Western Aus-
tralia, the better it will be for everyone.
The people are leaving the North-West and
statistics show that the population is be-
coming less every year. I claim, and I
think every North-Wester claims, that the
Government should give every encourage-
ment to house-building in the North-West.
The other day I received a letter from a
person who lives in the country. This per-
son has a block of lend in Cottesloe and he
forwarded rue a copy of the letter he re-
ceived from the State Housing Commission.
This man wishes to build flats on his
block of land and I would like to read to
the House the conditions regarding that
permit.

The Chief Secretary: What is the date
of the lctter9

Hon. R. "M. FORREST: The date is
omitted, but it has only recently been sent
to me. The conditions under which the
permit would be granted were:-

(a) A limit of £1,150 per ifiat, including
architect's fees and other costs and exclud-
ing value of the lend.

(b) Rent proposed to be charged to be
approved by the State Housing Commission
and sucb rent to be maintained during the
currency of building controls.

(c) State Hpusing Commission to nomrin-
ate the tenants.

I think that is carrying things a bit too far.
I can imagine bow many private people
would be prepared to build fiats under those
conditions! Surely private people who re-
ceive pennits to build flats should have the
right to say who will live in those flats
when they are completed. It means that
the Government, or the State Housing Com-
mission, would like people to build flats
anti then have the say as to who shall occupy
them. Maybe some undesirable people
would be put into the flats, and that is
definitely not right. I support the Bill.

HON. J. G. H.ISLOP (Metropolitan)
[5.183: I would like to congratulate the
Government on many of the plans that it

has for the future improvement of this
State, awl I think the Government has
some major projets in front of it. The
Government must also he congratulated for
having carried through its plans and activi-
ties during the last three years. It is obvi-
ous that the Government has a knowledge
of the State 'a needs, because that is re-
flected in the loan measure which have been
presented to us. There are a number of
interesting points that can be discussed in
regard to the Loan Bill, and first of all I
would like to have a 'word or two to say
about the railways and tramways.

We all know that at present there is
a suggestion to spend large sums of money
either upon the rehabilitation of our rail-
ways or the alteration of our present gauge
to a uniform one. 'It is ite resting to seqi
in the Bill that there is provision for £2,500,-
000 for rollingstoek and £600,000 for addi-
tions and improvements to opened railways.
Quite a lot can be done to improve our
present railway system without spending
vast sums of money upon it. I would like to
explain the difficulties that still confront the
traveller to this State from the Eastern
States. I monder whether some co-operation
of railway services in the various States,
and with the Commonwealth, could he
arranged.

It is quite certain that the introduction
of the central rail control, as is contemn-
plated for the Bunbury route, will provide
tremendous improvemnents, and it is a pity
that it is not also pioposed to adopt the
ceniral rail control method with regard to
the Perth- Kalgoorlie section because that
would lessen considerably the time taken
for that Journey. From inquiries I
made I learned that because of the absence
of this central'control the express stops
40 timies between Perth and Kalgoorlie.
Each stop is necessary because of the pre-

setelectrical staffing arrangements. I
also understand that each of these stops
takes up at least seven or eight minutes and
therefore it is more than likely that be-
tween five and six hours are occupied purely
in carrying out a system which has been
with us for so many years and which is
now rendered obsolete.

If this control system could be intro-
ducedi it is possible that the journey from
.hcre* to Kalgoorlie, even under present con-
ditions, could be carried out in 12 hours.
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The journey from Kalroorlie to Port Pirie
could be speeded up from something like
38 hours to 26 hours. Then, surely the de-
lay which occurs in allowing passengers to
travel through South Australia could be
eliminated. Under present conditions, the
traveller reaches Adelaide at 1.15 and does
not depart for Victoria until 6.40 p.m. It
is interesting to see, after a period of years,
the way the travelling has altered. When
I first travelled on that train, in 1919 and
subsequent years, it was a train used mostly
by businessmen. Today ttere is hardly a
businessman using that train due to the
fact that air services take business people
so much more quickly to their destinations.
Surely it would be possible, when improve-
ments. to the system are made, to so reduce
the travelling time on the trains as to make
themn once more an appealing proposition
to the businessman.

When travelling back in this direction
one finds that there is a considerable delay
of four hours in Adelaide and another de-
lay, sometimes three or four hours, in Kal-
goorlie. Then, because of our lack of
modern methods, it takes the traveller
eight houirs to travel from Merredin to
Perth-a distance of 160 miles. In that
distance of 160 miles-coining back to Lay
first point-there are something like 20
stopping places for the express. Eiven with-
out the expenditure of large sums of money,
surely it should be possible considerably
to improve the service by the introduction
of somne modern methods, plus the elimina-
tion of delay.

The second point of interest is to see
the expenditure on tramways. T wonder
whether it would not be possihle to devise
a scheme whereby we could get rid of the
queneing of large numbers of people wait-
ing for busses to take them to their sub-
urban destinations. I doubt whether any
Isree city could continue to carry out our
methods. Would it not be much better to
permit the busses to travel from one side
of the metropolitan area to the other-
west to east, or north to south? We could
possibly extend that and permit certain
busses to travel from east to north or south.
That would give them a clear run through
the entire city and they could pick up
people at certain, or possibly numerous,
stops.

At the moment there is a terrific bottle-
neck of traffic because busses travel up
William-street and turn into St. George's-
terrace to wait for passengers. The people
waiting for busses at that point probably
comprise the larger section of the popula-
tion in the metropolitan area. That state
of affairs would not be allowed to continue
in a city which had possibly double the
population of Perth. Consideration should
be given to in~troducing a system of traffic
control which would allow a much moiqe
free entrance and exit of busses to and from
the city.

Every traveller who has visited ether
parts of the Commonwealth will recollect
that in this State the traffic lights havea still!
not been installed. It always amazes me
when I pass through the city about meal
time-either about midday or in the even-
ing-just as business is ending, to see a
sort of free-for-all occur with the pedes-
trians and motorists because the man on
point duty has possibly looked at his watch
and decided to go off. I am quite certain
that the introduction of traffic lights would
instil into the minds of the public the need
to stop at cross-sections.

Neither the pedestrians nor the motorists
in this Stnte have really learned the value
of safety in driving. It -would be interesting
to find out the number of actual fatalities
that have occurred at street crossings
around the metropolitan area. I am quite
certain that because we have not yet, as
a people, learned to stop at these danger
points, the nuimber of accidents has been
large. If we could introduce traffic lights
in the centre of the city for a start, it would
bring- a consciousness to the mind of the
public of the need f or stopping and for

'control at city crossings.

There are one or two other interesting
matters in regard to the Loan Bill and I
would draw attention to the item of £150,000
for the purchase of a grain distillery 4
Collie. I trust that the Government realises
the immense value of -continuing with the
sugguested plan of conversion of our wheat
into another cereal such as edible rice. All
our surplus could be dealt with in this way
and meet a need which exists in so many
other countries for this article of food.

Ron. L. Craig: Do you think they will
accept the wheat product when rice returns
to the market?
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'Hon. J. G. HIS LOP: I believe that the
-whole plan which has been approved a~d
accepted and which has worked out so well
in other parts of the world, particularly in
America, has prov~d that the cost of grow-
ing rice will always be so high that there
-will be a shortage for many years to come.
There is a vast population looking for rice
which can bec sold to them at a price con.-
siderably below that at which they can pro-
duce it in their own -country.

Hon. L. Craig: Hlas this wheat product
the same food content as rice 9

Hon. J. G. HISLOP: I have eaten it and
it is very difficult for me to tell the differ-
enee between it and rice.

Hon. L. Craig: What about its food con-
teati

Hon. J. G. HISLOP: They are both
cereals and the flavour of the new rice leaves
very little to he desired. I believe it is some
thing which would earn for this State a
considerable number of dollars and bring
;a palatable food to a vast number of people
who today are short of the commodity. The.
market for such rice is not a limited one.
Although it would appeal at first tre-
rnendously to the Philippines, there is that
-vast army of people living in India who
idesire more rice than they can purchase to-
day. I think the price of our commodity
could compete extremely favourably with
anything that is produced in the United
States of America, for sale in the areas I
have mentioned. I do not think we would
run into any dollar problems-

lion, L. Craig: We would now.

lIon. J. G. HISLOP: -on account of the
devaluation of the pound sterling, because.
we would bring back to our State some dol-
lars. But even with the reduction of the
pound in dollar value, there will still be
a large market for the quantity that Western
Australia can produce. T hope the Govern-
muent will interest itself in this matter, which
wvill necessitate working in association with
the Australian Wheat Board and the Com-
monwealth Government. However, I be-
lieve we have, in Western Australia, some-
thing here that could develop into one of
our major industries. I think I have said
sufficient without giving other details
which I have acquired on this ques-
tion, because all I desire at the moment

is to interest the Government in the tre-
mendous possibilities this particular scheme
offers.

I notice the sum of £5,000 is provided
for the College of Agriculture. I admit
that I am not au fait with the details and
the whole of the ramifications of research
in agriculture in this State, but I would
like to see some day not Only the College
of Agriculture expanded, but an actual de-
pprtinent of research established similar to
the Waite Institute in South Australia.
The research which has already been done
in agriculture in this State has been of
immense value and of tremendous interest
to many other parts of the world, I be-
lieve, if our officers were given a research
department completely free from the neces-
sity of making research into our actual
need;, that when research was undertaken
it would receive even wider acknowledg-
ment throughout agricultural research de-
partmnents in other parts of the world.

In my opinion, the work which has been
done already by Dr. Bennetts on hyper-
oestrenacmia, which has developed from
feeding on our pastures, has, been recog-
nised throughout the world as of an ex-
tremely high standard, and I would like
eventually to see his achievement given the
recognition it deserves, and a department
set aside purely for research. I could speak
on a number of items under this heading,
but I think those I have dealt with are the
ones which are of the most outstanding in-
terest to me personally and I trust that
they have been of interest to members
generally.

There is one matter that is giving me
considerable concern which I would like
to discuss with members of this House. It
should probably be mentioned that it is
purely a financial one, and I therefore feel
justified in referring to it. I would like to
draw members' attention to the fact that
the work of Governments has increased tre-
mendously in the last few years. War has
brought about a tremendously difficult
state of affairs which has resulted in Gov-
ernmnents and Government departments
taking an ever-increasing part in the com-
munal life. This is adding to the burden
of Government departments in a way which
we have never before contemplated.
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Even during this session I have seen
these burdens rowing upon members of
the Government. I have seen men whom
we have chosen to lead us put to physical
and mental strain which I do not think is
justified. I have seen men who have obvi-
ously been straining to do the work which
is necessary in their departments to bring
to Parliament measures for improvement in
conditions generally, and those Bills have
given evidence of the work which these men
have done. I hAve then seen these men
spend long hours in order to ensure that
these measures promoted the volume of dis-
cussion which they felt was necessary in
order that the Bill should eventually pass
through Parliament. In between this work,
which is strenuous enough, I find members
of the Government being called upon to
travel to distant parts of the State to meet
deputations, open bazaars,, or do any other
type of work which they may be called upon
to undertake by their constituents or, in
fact, by the constituents generally of all
electorates.

I do not think that the strain of this
sort of work can go on indefinitely, and I
would appeal to the Government and mem-
bers of Parliament generally to take stock
of the need for an increase in the number
of Ministers or the appointment of junior
Ministers, whichever may he considered
the wiser, or the appointment of commt-
tees to assist Ministers in order that we
do not see repeated that which I have al-
ready seen in the years I have been in this
House-men who have done this work actu-
ally destroying their physical health in the
interests of the community.

Personally, I consider that we, as think-
ing members of Parliament, should get to-
gether and discuss whether there is not some
better way in which olir talents can be used
in the public interest without calling upon
a certain number 'of men to sacrifice them-
selves physically and mentally. I believe
the time has arrived when we should say
that there shall no longer be any question
of tbdse appointed as full Ministers hand-
ing out portion of their salaries so that men
or women may be appointed Honorary
Ministers, to do very much the same class
of work. I do not think the public any
longer expects us to do that sort of thing.
If we genuinely accept what we all know
is true, that the work of government has

increased tremendously, we mnust take some
new measures to meet the position and, in
so doing, I believe we should receive the
approval of the public.

I suggest that we should not use one man,
as we are using the Chief Secretary, and
put him under the strain to which he has
been subjected in this last week of having
to present every Bill to this House because
one Minister is absent on account of having
already overworked himself. If this House
is to continue, then Ministers must receive
more support from members, which could
he done by allowing them to do some of
the work or by the appointment of junior
Ministers. As a result of the present sys-
tem, we realise that there exists amongst
members generally a certain amount of dis-
satisfaction because we feel that we have
to a large extent been dissociated from
those of our own Party. We should not
have that feeling. We ought to feel that
we are in a position to offer our services.
Because we have been elected by the people
as members, we should be able to offer our
services to the Ministers and the depart-
ments requiring our assistance.

I speak quite seriously when I say we
have to take stock of the position, realising
that the present state of affairs cannot be
allowed to continue, that the work has in-
creased so greatly and that we cannot ask
men to carry this burden for very long
periods without taking too big a toll of
their physical reserves. This sort of thing
is happening, not only here, hut also in
Parliaments and Governments almost
throughout the world, and it is becoming
an accepted fact that a man who holds a
high office has not long physically to remain
in office.

One expresses amazement at times that
certain individuals have been able to carry
the burden of office over a long period, but
this is possible because they are men of a
particular temperament. Office should not
be possible only to men of that tempera-
ment; it should be possible to all who have
been elected to sit in Parliament, and they
should not be called upon to sacrifice them-
selves unduly, either financially, physically
or mentally, in the service of the Parlia-
ment and the State.
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RON. W. J. IM" (South-West)
[5.44]: I take this opportunity to make
a few remarks "on the Bill mainly to con-
gratulate the Government upon this evi-
dence of its long-range planning for the im-
provement of many of the service scattered-
throughout the State. It has been said that
this is a record Loan Bill for its financial
magnitude. I think it can be equally well
,said that it is also a record so far as it
,covers the whole of the State and envisages
projects that, when time and circumstances
have permitted of their being brought to
fruition, will be greatly appreciated and
will prove to be advantageous to the State.

Hon. G, Fraser: A lot on paper, but not
carried out.

Ron. W. J. MAINN: It is better to have
them on paper than not at all. Some of
these items appear for the first time. If
the hon. member will east his mind back, he
will recall that quite a number of these
items have been long sought and that there
was nothing to prevent other Governments
from including them in the Loan Bills, even
though they were only appearing on paper.
It is better to have tried and failed than
never to have tried at all. I have not hesi-
tated to criticise the present Government.
I believe even the Chief Secretary will agree
with that remark.

'The Chief Secretary: Quite.
Eon. W. J. M1ANN: However, it is our

righbt and privilege to criticise, and we do
it with the best intentions. I am not going
to be behind, either, when it comes to offer-
ing' a Government my congratulations on
the work it has done. In the aftermath
.of all wars right through history, the task
of governing a country has always proved
very difficult, and I believe it has been ex-
tremely difficult since the end of the recent
war in particular.

Ron. G, Fraser: You did not think that
three years ago.

Hon. W. J. 'MANN: Let the hon. member
-tnte where I gave voice to anything of that
:sort. Ile would have a job to find any
statement of mine that did not give credit
-when credit was due, even to the Govern-
ment that the hon. member supported. The
present Government has experienced v~ery
difficult conditions, much more difficult than
those that confronted its predecessors, and
has made a valiant attempt to achieve some-
-thing worth while.

Reference has been made by Dr. Hislop
to the position at what was intended to be
the power alcohol plant at Collie. That
plant, through no fault of the State Govern-
ment, has stood idle for quite a long time,
hut we are hopeful that it will now ac-
complish all that has been promised. I
have no knowledge of the food value of
the synthetic rice proposed to be nmanufac-
tured there, but have been told that if it
were put before me, together with a bowl
of real rice, I would have some difficulty in
deciding which was which. If we can reach
that standard, it will be very helpful.

I am glad that the Government has in-
terested itself in the purchase of the flax
mill at Boyup Brook. We have proved that
we can produce flax of very high quality,
and we have the technicians there who, if
assisted and encouraged, can develop the
industry into something of appreciable size
that will be able to compete with the pro-
ducts of other countries. We can certainly
turn out a product that is equal in every
respect to, if not better, than that of a
great many other States. On the question
of harbour and river improvements, I am
glad to see that the Bunbury harbour is at
last to receive some real improvement. The
efforts in the past have been more or less
piecemeal and, in my opinion, were doomed
to failure. The new plan is very much more
likely to give us a worthwhile harbour. No
mention is made of a harbour at Busselton
or Flinders Bay, but possibly these may be
provided for in Item 11, "Improvements
to Harbours and River." I hope that is
SO.

The day is not far distant when Finders
Bay will once more be used as a harbour.
I recollect in the early days of the timiber
industry that one scarcely ever went to
Flinders Bay without seeing one or two
ships loading timber. Those days probably
xwill not return, but we may see the day
when the produce of the rich area, extend-
ing hack towards Busselton and to Nannup
and Alban~y, will be exported from Flinders
Bay. An excellent harhour could be formed
there with the advanitage of ample deep
water close to the shore. The difficulties to
be found in other ports of the South-West
do not exist at Flinders Bay.

I wish to add a word or two to what Dr.
Hislop. said about research stations. I
hope the next research station to be estab-
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lished will be in the lower South-West, be-.
cause that is where one is most urgently re-
quired. I hop;, too, that the question of
soil erosion will not be allowed to drop, as
there is ample room for research in that
connection. In the South-West we have
not much cause to complain about soil ero-
sion, brut later on we may have as regards
water erosion. That is a question to whiich
the Government might give attention. I
support the Bill.

HON. H. HEARN (Mfetropolitan)
[5.53]: 1, like other members, wish to con-
gratulate the Government on the schedule
of works set out in the Loan Bill, I shall
refer to one or twvo matters of intense in-
terest to metropolitan members who, as my
friend Mr. Benuetts said, represent big busi-
ness. First, I wish to say how delighted
we are to see that a sum of money is being
provided for tbe metropolitan power and
gas scheme. In that connection I would
say that private enterprise during the last
few months has borne a heavy burden owing
to the breakdown occasionally of the power
supply.

The very fact that employers will still
have to engage in business over such a long
period be-fore we reach security in regard
to power supply speaks well for the toler-
ance of industry; while the further fact that
employers and employees have been able
to get together, resolve their differences and
continue working notwithstanding the con-
tinued interruptions, in almost total employ-
ment, reflects great credit upon both em-
ployers and employees.

Hon. E. M. Davies: The lion laid down
with the lamb!

Hion. H. HEARN: Yes. That is supposed
to be the gateway to heaven!I As I said
last night, it is reiterated so often that
every man who employs labour must of
necessity be a rogue and vagabond. That is
the theory to which my friend Hon. George
Bennetts subscribes. However, during the
past few months the employers have stood
up to their obligations and have received
the co-operation of their employees. I would
like to pay tribute to all who made it pos-
sible to bring about that state of affairs.

With regard to the provision of £50,000
for pins planting, purchase of land and
forest regeneration, T spoke last year about
the value of our pine plantations to the

State. I wish that we could have many
more, as I think that in the coming year
we will not be facing the same difficulties.
as confronted us last year. That is because
of the influx of migrants. Seeing that we will
have more labour available, we shall be able
to proceed with a more vigorous policy of
planting the necessary and vital softwoods
which we need so urgently end which pos-
terity will also require.

We arc at present just beginning to reap
the harvest of the foresight of previous
Governments in planting these pines. My
own company is constantly using pine which
grew in the Mundaring district. It is pleas-
ing to me to see the log come from Man-
daring and reduced to plywood in my own
works at Welshpool. I also note that a
considerable sum of money has been put
on one side for the developm eat of the
State Saw Mills and the purchase of plant.
In these days that is, in my opinion, all to
the good. The State Saw Mills have done
a wonderful job and their service to the
business interests of the State during the
war years and since has been marvellous.
I am glad the Government .is alive to the
fact that it is necessary to keep this State
enterprise right up to date, as it stands
well in competition with outside companies.

I also notice that a sum of money has
heen allocated for the development of the
Welshpool undertakings. I congratulate the
Government upon the successful develop-
mnent of those industries, and I also pay
a tribute to the previous Government that
initiated the scheme. We must face up to
our responsibilities with regard to secondary
industries and the Welshpool factories have
mnade a considerable contribution in that re-
spect. Realising as I do the extreme ur-
gency of our housing problems, I would
point out that the Government must do
something as early as possible to hasten
the release of permits for industrial build-
ings. Anything that can be done to en-
courage the expansion of our secondary in-
dustries will bring in a harvest of reward
ia the next few years. Industry generally
is very disturbed at the fact that for the
moment all industrial permits have prac-
tically ceased. I hope that very soon the
position will be eased, I support the second
reading.
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THE OBJEr SECRETARY (Hon. H.
S. W. 'Parker-Metropolitan-Suburban-in
reply) [6.1) : I do not propose to take up
much time in replying to the debate or to
deal with all the matters that have been
raised, because I think most of them were
fully covered in my opening remarks.
There are however, one or two subjects to
which I would like to refer.

The unfortunate happenings in connec-
tion with the burning down of the shear-
ing sheds in the Pilbara district were
referred to by Mr. Forrest, who asked that
a full investigation be made. I would like
to remind members that that is done auto-
matically, and I have not the slightest,
doubt that the people making this investi-
gation know all about it. But knowing
about an offence is one thing and bringing
the offender to justice is another. It is a
question of obtaining the necessary evi-
dence and supporting a case in court. The
hon. member need not fear, however, that
the Government, through its proper officers,
has not already acted as far as it can with
a view to bringing to justice those
responsible.

With regard to the raising of freights,
I would point out that the freights on the
coast are nothing like as high as those
elsewhere. The Government is fully alive
to the fact that the State Shipping Service
is a Government instrumentality and not
a profit-making concern. Unfortunately
the losses are very great. However, we
cannot carry goods up North for nothing.
Dr. Hislop referred to the distillery at
Collie. Negotiations in that respect have
been taking place for some time and have
only just recently been finalised. The
property is being purchased for the pur-
pose of manufacturing synthetic rice, and
we hope that the negotiations will result
in a plant for that purpose being estab-
lished:,

Considerable research in agriculture is
being carried out; but I would remind
members that we have a population of only
500,000 and that we have a tremendous
amount to do in the way of research, with-
out sufficient means or population to do it
all. We are doing as much as we can in
the circumstances. I do not wish to offend
any members by not referring to matters
they have mentioned, but I did not take
full notes of them. I would like to refer

to Mr. Thomson's remarks about the im-
portance of reforestation. I can assure
the hon. member that that matter is well
in hand, and as far as possible the Forests.
Department sees that as many trees are
put in as are taken out. I think that in
some other debate I mentioned that the
new mills are being planned on the basis
that for every tree cut another will be
planted. That is the general policy, and
the department is very much alive to the
extraordinarily great value of reforestation
and the need for proper control of the
cutting of timber.

I would like to take this opportunity of
congratulating Mr. Thomson on his very
many years of service to the State.

Members: Hear, hear!

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Both in this
House and elsewhere he has been a man
who, without fear or favour, has expressed
his thoughts; and that is what we all want.
Perhaps we do not like to hear them some-
times, but it is men of that type, who will
express their thoughts fearlessly, that we
need. I sincerely trust he will have many
years in which to enjoy life away from the
difficulties, the hard words and the hard-
ships of Party politics. I think we can
say that Mr. Thomson has served the State
and his electors well, and that he retires
with the goodwill of every member of
this Chamber.

Members: Hear, hear!

The CHIEF SECRETARY: It is unfor-
tunate we have to say an revoir to mem-
bers, but it is only right that we should
not expect them to continue when they
have really earned retirement.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Comm~ittee, etc.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, reported without amendment and the
report adopted.

Bill read a third time and passed.

BILLS (2)-RETURNED.

1, Wheat Industry Stabilisation Act
Amendment.

2, Marketing of Eggs Act Amendment
(No. 2).
Without amendment.
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111LI1-APPROPIATION (No. 2).

Second Beading.

Debate resumed from the previous day.

HON. E. H. GRAY (West) [6.10]: 1
was hoping the Bill would come on some

-days earlier so that we could debate it.

The Chief Secretary: We have plenty
of time.

Ron. E. Hf. GRAY: The Bill gives mem-
bers an opportunity to express their ideas,
not only in connection with their elector-
ates, but also on the trade, management
and conditions of the State generally. As
members know, I am keenly interested in
the welfare of the farmers, the flour
business and the bread industry. I have
of recent weeks beeu expecting members
representing the farming interests to
speak to me about an important happen-
ing with respect to the export of flour to
Malaya.

As we know, the Malay States are at
our backdoor. There has been a sharp
decrease in our export of flour there. For
the year ended June, 1948, we exported
2,725,090 centals, valued at £5,419,000. In
1949, the flour exported from the Common-
wealth was 1,939,291 eeutals at a valuc of
£E3,999,000, or a decrease of 785,799 centals,
valued at -0l,420,000. That is a serious
menace to Australia, and to Western Aus-
tralia in particular. We have to watch
that the decrease does not affect Singa-
pore. The position there is much different.
Ia 1948 there were 86,416 centals of flour
exported to a value of £166,000, while to
June, 1949, there were 298,731 centals
exported to a value of £610,000, or an in-
crease in value of £444,000.

I give that information so that I can
draw attention to what has taken place
since September of this year. In " The
Wust Australian" of the 8th September
there appeared a letter from that watch-
dog of the Wheat Board and 'the farmers,
Mr. Teasdale, in -which he drew attention
to the fact that Canada was exporting flour
to M1alaya. From other sources I have
learned that the Canadian millers are ex-
porting flour at 5s. a ton less than we can.
Mr. J. S. Teasdale, the growers' repre-
sentative on the Australian Wheat Board,
pointed out in his letter that the Canadian
Government had abandoned the system of

Government procurement and, in conse-
quence, trade in flour would revert* on or
about the 1st December to pro-war com-
mercial usages. He then pointed out that
this State was in a favourable geographical
situation, compared with the Eastern
States, and that shipping freights' were
about £1 a ton lower to Singapore from
here than from Melbourne.

Sitting suspended from, 6.15 to 7.30 p.m.

Hon. E. H. GRAY: Before tea I was re-
ferring to a letter written by Mr. Teasdale,
the Western Australian representative on
the Wheat Board, with regard to the threat
to this State's exports to M1alaya. I am
hopeful that as the result of my rermarks
tonight on this subject, which is of such
importance to every member and to every
Western Australian wheatfariner, sufficient
interest will be froused to ensure that
action is taken to meet this danger to our
export trade. Mr. Teasdale's letter con-
tinued:-

Realising this, Eastern States interests have
been endeavouring during tbe past two months
to make arrangements which might result hi
Western Australia being hindered in the
natural development of a post-war trade of the
utmost value to the State. The first move was
to make representations to Malaya to con-
tinue Government -to-Government tra ding or,
alternatively, for trade to be conducted
through a very restricted number of importers
at the Malayan end and only one supplier at
this end. With the utmost definiteness and
some truth, Malaya replied that wheat was no
longer in short world supply and that there-
fore there was no justification for govern-
mental procurement. Nor could Malaya give
support to a monopolistic tendency in trade
by limiting it to a restricted number of im-
porters. Another importanit aspect was that
customers in Malaya placed great value on
brands as a guarantee of quality. Chinese
merchants in Singapore had always emphasised
this point, but during the war specific brands
had to give place to a neutral brand which,
of course, gave no indication which mill a
particular bag of flour came from. West Aus-
tralian brands had earned an excellent stand-
ing prior to the war and this created a guar-
antee of continuity of business. Canadian
millers were thrusting into the Singapore mar-
ket withi flour slightly cheaper. than the gen-
eral run of Australian, but even more im-port-
ant then slight price variation, was the fact
that the Canadians were meeting the cus-
tomer'Is demand for specific brands. If
Canada were given sufficient timne and op-
portunity, a market capable of expanl-
sion would be largely lost to Western Austra-
lia. Western Australian millers. Mr. Teasdnle
continued, were well aware of 'the position.
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Having been pampered by wheatgrowsrs, how-
ever, f or ten years through the Wheat Board
conducting overseas selling for them, at the
cost of the growers, they appeared partly to
have lost that facility for rigorous salesman-
ship they previously possessed. At the
moment, positive attempts were being made in
the Eastern States to pass sales of flour
through a bottle-neck at the Australian end
with the object of :

(1) Selling on a c~tf. basis instead of
f.ob. Fto.b. selling would automatically
give Western Australia its natural freight
advantage as a bargaining counter.

(2) Limiting West Australian trade to thle
same proportion as applied before the war
when, by reason of scarcity and irregularity
of ships on the wvest coast it was hard to
develop the Malayan trade.

(3) Continuing the flour trade on the basis
of neutral brandsi.
it is hardly necessary for me to emphasise

the extreme importance to West Australia's
future economy of the development of active
trade relations with the teeming millions of
people to the north. The first necessity
for jureb development is a regular se-
quence of ships, fortnigbAtly or weekly,
if possible. Flour is about the only corniod-
ity we have of sufficient volume and freight-
earningk capacity to form the basis for trade in
less weighty lines of produce. It is therefore
to be hoped that the West Australian Govern-
ment and the Flour Millers' Association will
lose no time in getting busy. We West Aus-
tralians have to do this job ourselves. Neither
Easternt States millers nor the Canadians will
Help us. On the contrary, they will be ruth-
less and skilful competitors.

That was replied to biy Mir. C. H. Merry,
secretary of the W.A. F-lour Millers' Asso-
ciation, in ''The West Australian" of the
16th September, about a week later. I take
no part in the argument between these two
men, though I think 31r. Teasdale'a state-
ment was correct, and I do not altogether
agree with what Mr. Merry said. I am
merely placing the arguments of these
gentlemen before the House. Mr. Merry
in his letter to ''The West Australian"
said-

In ''The WVest Ausrtralian'' of September R,
you published a statement by M1r. J. S. Teas-
dale on the tubjert of ''Flour Trade with Ma-
lavya.' It is unfortunately true that the
Maliy-an traide with Western Australia may be
seriously curtailed, but not for the reasons
given b 'y Mr. Teasdnile. Millers in Western
Au'~tralia ecnn stand up to competition from
Eastern Australia given equal conditions, hut
this hn4 been denied to them by successive
Linvirnments in WVestern Austrailia.

In otheor Statesi railway freight on export
flour i-i calerllated on the full distance from
wheat iding to mill alhd from mnill to port
-with a small break-of-journey charge, whereas

in Western Australia two separate railage cal-
culations are made, first on the wheat from
siding to mill, and secondly on the flour from
mUil to port. There is a small rebate of 12V2
per cent. on the mill-to-port section, hut the
net effect of the West Australian system is to
place 'West Australian millers at a disadvan-
tage of 8s. (average) a ton. The position has
been accentuated by the two railage increasca
in September, 1948, and August, 1949.

For over 25 years millers have sought re,-
dress of this snomaly, but without success. It
is admitted that millers have been able to
make reasonable profits on export flour dur-
ing the war and post-war periods, hut there has
been no competition and the disability to
which the industry has been subjected has been
recognised by the Australian Wheat Board
and partially allowed for in the price paid by
the board for flour.

Under open competition, which is imminent,
millers in Western Australia will lose this small
allowance and will be compelled to carry the
increased freight tax imposed by the Govern-
meat railways. Unless prices are adjusted, an-
other burden they will have to carry is a
lower return for'mill offal in Western Aus-
tralia by comparison with the main flour ex-
porting.States, Victoria and New South Wale'.
The price of mill off al in Victoria is £1l1.Is.
6id. a ton and in Western Australia £10 2s, 9d.
The difference of 18s. 9d. is dquivaleat to 8s.
3d. a ton of 2,000 lbs. of flour against the
West Australian industry.

Thus the West Australian Government rail-
ways and the Prices Control Commissioner be-
tween them will face the responsibility of plac-
ing the export- flour industry in a position
where it cannot compete. Any falling off in
flour exports weold greatly affect the amount
of shipping space available for export to Ma-
lay-a of fruit, vegetables, livestock and other
products which -now depend on flour forming
the bulk cargo.

The adoption by the Wheat Board of an
fob, basis of quoting flour, as suggested by
Mr. Tcasdale, would at first sight appear to
he desirable from the point of view of West
Australian millers as it would give them the
benefit of the shipping freight differential now
existing. However, it is not thought that the
present margin is likely to he maintained and,
before advocating an f.o.b. basis, millers arc,
therefore, going carefully into the position as
it is possible that the crif. basis may yet prove
to be to their advantage.

Mr. Teasdnls may be well assured that
millers have not been softened by any pamper-
ing process as lie suggests, and they have niot
lost tins faculty for vigorous salesmanship
which was apparent before the war. Ir pre-
paration. for the resumption of private trad-
ing they have mafintainied their overseasq con-
nectionn and are quite- vapable of handling the
business4, provided they are not unduly handi-
capped by exees-sive railage costs, low offal
prices or some other factor beyond their
control.
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I think that this argument should be
thrashed out by the departmental experts.
Mr. Teasdale 's timely warning of the threat
to the Western Australian flour trade
should be taken notice of. This seriously
affects poultry farmers, pig farmers and
the dairying industry in this State; because
naturally the lower the quantity of our ex-
port flour becomes, the less offal will be
available to those industries. I think also
that the statement by Mr. Merry should be
carefully considered and if possible some
adjustment made.

I agree with Mr. Teadale that steps
should be taken to develop active trade
relations with the teeming millions of the
North. We must realise the present posi-
tion in the wheat trade all over the -world.
The other day I noticed in the Press that
U.S.A. was expecting a record harvest and
in the Press of that country it was even
suggested that next year the authorities
will enforce reduction of acreage under
wheat and other crops. It seems fo me
absolutely unthinkable, even if any country
has a tremendous harvest, after the disas-
trcoi position in which farmers were placed
years ago resulting in a, tremendous short-
age of grain, that any intelligent man
should suggest that whbeat farmers -hould
reduce their acreage.

Although I have referred to him previ-
ously, I would like to mention that Dr.
Kent-Jones, who is a world famous cereal
chemiist, gave a lecture in Scotland a short
time nto, and I have a copy of his remarks
taken from an article which commences as
follows:-

-Bread's Influence on History, By D. W.
Kent-Jones, Ph.D., ThSc., K.R.I.C.: The fol-
lowing address was given by Dr. D. W. Kent-Jones at Edinburgh to members of the Edin-
burgh and East of Scotland Sections of the
Royal Institute of Chemistry and the Society
of Chemical Industry, the Chemical Society
and the Royal Society of Arts.-Reprinted from
"Milling," England.

Part of the context reads-
Night% I remind you of a statement by Dr.

Scott Robertson in his presidential address to
the Section of Agriculture of the British As-
sociation for the Advancement of Science at
their meeting this year in Brighton? Com-
menting upon losws in grain between harvest
and consumption, Dr. Scott Robertson said:

"World losses of crops and stock, when
reduced to figures are so fantastic as to
create a feeling of unreality. For example,
facts which the Food and Agriculture Organ-

isation haa assembled in close co-operation
with technical experts all over the 'world
show that between barvest and consumption
there is destroyed each year by mites, pests
aod rodents, grain equivalent to all the food
travelling into international trade--that is
to say, approximately 65,000,000 tons of
grain per annaum. A decrease in these losses
by only 10 per cent. would mean an addi-
tion of 06j million tons of grain available
for the hard-pressed European larder and
would go a long way to close the cereal gap.
Science knows bow to control these stupend-
ons losses."I

There we have the picture, and we must
realise that the high wheat price we have
been receiving will gradually drop. In the
United States of Americli and Canada there
are indications of a tremendous harvest.
Canada is getting a move on and I am of
the opinion that that country has never be-
fore exported flour to Malaya.

lion, L. Craig: America does, not know
where to store her wheat.

lion. E). H. GRAY: I know that -flour
from Australia has been going to Malaya,
and the Islands for at least the last 53
years , and we must take serious notice of
this threat from Canada.

Hon. L. Craig: The people in the North
hdve had a 3,000,000 increase of population
since the war.

Ron. E). H. GRAY: We have a tremend-
ous market at our front and back doors, if
we care to take notice of world events and
prepare to compete in it; but we cannot do
that unless wre make some alterations.

Hon. Sir Charles Lath am: What are the
alterations?

H1on. E). H. GRAY:- I will deal with them
shortly. The first matter to -which I shall
draw attention is the continuance of selling
flour from Western Australia and other
p~arts of the Commonwealth with a neutral
brand. That rmust be stooped directly the
Commonwealth arrangement ceases on the
1st December. According to Mr. Teasdale
there are strong Eastern States interests ob-
viously keen to continue exporting their
flour'under a neutral brand. If I were a
flourmiller and proud of my product I would
oppose that bitterly because the people who
are not proud of their product can export
it with a neutral brand to the prejudice of
the good miller. It will be impossible to
maintain our trade with Malaya if we con-
tinue with this system of neutral brands.
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Hon. H. K. Watson: I agree with you en-
tirely.

Hon. E. H- GRAY: While the war was on,
the people of Malaya. were glad to get any;
gort of flour. I do not suggest that we sent
any sort of rubbish, but it was an invita-
tion to do so. Government experts in the
department should lend their weight for the
adoption in Western Australia of specific
brands. I was extremely concerned when
1 saw the article by Mr. Merry in the Press
because I know what the threat will mean.

- I appreciate that for over half a century
Canada has produced flour which is equal
to any tbat is produced in other parts of the
world. It produces a -high quality flour;

and whilst we have been asleep, it has
introduced a careful grading system. One
can buy any flour from Canada for manu-
facturing biscuits and other high grade pro-
ducts, and we cannot ignore this competition
because it will be seen that Canada will be

exporting her high grade flour and will
secure a good position on the world market.
I have been watching the newspapers and
recently when it Canadian ship was in port
at Fremantle I tried to secure a sample of
Canadian flour in order to compare it with
the flour we are exporting from this State.

Hon. L. Craig: Some of the Eastern
States flours are blended with Manitoba
wheat.

Hon. E. H. GRAY: Manitoba wheat is
one of the finest grains in the world.

Hon. L. Craig: It is excellent for blend-
ing with our own flours.

Hon. E. H. GRAY: That wakes my argu-
ment that we cannot ignore the competition
from Canada all the more emphatic. I

wish to impress upon members that to make

bread in tropical countries is very difficult.
it is almost impossible to make good bread
in tropical countries if inferior flour is used.

Therefore, unless we are very careful, once
the M1alayans and Chinese get Canaitan
flour, it will be a serious menace to Aus-
tralia. We must take measures to meet that
competition.

We in Western Australia are faced with
competition, not only from Canada but also

from millers in the Eastern States. Chinese
merchants are clamouring, for the branded

flour and we cannot afford to ignore them.
Merchants in the Islands place quality as
No. 1 priority and if we are to retain and

extend our trade with the Asiatic races in
competition with Canada and the United
States of America, immediate attention must
be given to producing a first quality flour.

This is where the farmer comes in. I have
been speaking on this subject for years and
shall continue to do so until I can bring
our people to my way of thinking. I have
made some impression on the Honorary
Minister for Agriculture. We cannot afford
to continue with our present system of ex-
porting wheat. It is of no use crying out
for good flour unless millers are furnished
with suitable wheat to enable them to manu-
facture a first-class product. Let me quote
some authorities on this matter. Dr. Kent-
Jones, who is also a businessman, has defin-
itely stated that farmers are losing money
by adhering to the present method of sell-
ing wheat on an f.a.q. basis.

Hon. L. Craig: If a buyer wants wheat
and not flour, what are you going to do?

Hon. E. H. GRAY: In that event, we must
sell him good wheat. We are threatened
with, the loss of a very important ex-
port trade that vitally affects the wel-
fare of the State. We have to meet
thie competition by supplying good flour.
We must produce flour of a quality
to compete with the Canadian flour and must
alter our system of grading wvheat. Dr. Kent-
Jones has been speaking of this for years
and so has Dr. Sutton. The latest authority
to express himself is Mr. Eric Bond, officer
in charge of the Bread Research Institute in
New South Wales. Mr. Bond visited West-
ern Australia recently and met the Honorary
Minister for Agriculture to whom he ex-
plained his ideas on the f.a.q. grading. The
Ifonorarx 'Minister informed me that he was

getyimpressed with the case presented
by 'Mr. Bond and intended to give it con-
sideration. '.%r. Bond, during his stay in
Perth, gave an address to farmers over the

air. I hope they listened to him. He ex-
plained the position in very clear language
as follows:

The farmer andS baker have always had a
conmmon interest in wheat-an interest which
is only now being really appreciated. Ia the
past there has been suspicion on both sides;
the grower bad the idea that the baker was
interested only in a high baking quality wheat,
to the detriment of yielding capacity, disease
resistance and other field characteristics, while,
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on the other hand, the baker has felt that the
farmer has given little or no consideration to
the baking quality of the grain which he pro-
ducts, being only interested in quantity.

Today, with more knowledge and understand-
ing,.these fears are rapidly being dissipated.
That there is room for extensive scientific re-
search in the cereal countries is apparent to
those who understand the problems which the
farmer and baker must face. The baking in-
dustry in Australia has made a real move in
this direction by the establishiment of a Bread
Research Jnstitute in N.S.W., supported en-
tirely by subscription from its own members,
without any outside financial assistance.
Bakers of N..W, have set aside some £20,000
to launch this institute, and bakers in Perth
and Tasmania haje thrown in their resources
to assist the project.

At the Bread Research Institute, we are in-
tensely interested in the problems of the wheat-
grower, since many of these are of direct con-
cern to the baking industry. As an indica-
tion of our desire for co-operation, we are
undertaking research into the many aspects
involved in time baking quality of wheat. This
work is being carried out in conjunction with
Professor Waterhouse, of the Sydney tUnivers-ity, who has played a major part in the de-
velopment of new and improved wheat va-
rieties in N.S.W.-varicties which give the
farmer not only good yielding capacity and re-
sistance to disease, but also assure the baker
of a satisfactory quality.

This institute, in addition to undertaking
cereal testing for the University, is also weirk-
ing in close co-operation with the N.S.W. De-
partment of Agriculture in its wheat-breeding
programme, and I hope that the same co-opera-
tion will exist in Western Australia.

That the growing of good baking quality
wheats only partly solves the question of bet-
ter flour and better bread which the public
demands is recognised today by other ma jo r
wheat-producing countries and by a. growing
number of people in Australia.

These wheats are wasted unless full advan-
tage i0 taken of them in 'the form of an ef-
ficient handling system. There is a strong de-
,nand, not only among bakers, but also growers
in Australia today, for a change in time present
method of handling wheat under the taq. sys-
tern. it is felt that some means must be found
to classify and grade -wheats on the basis of
quality. 'With such a system, mot only will the
baker and the public gain, but the grower also
will reap considerable benefits.

It has been insinuated that there is a con-
flict of interests between the wheatgrower and

-the baker in this matter of grading. Such an
impression is entirely wrong. Both industries
representing the producer and consumer are
intimately concerned with the whole probmlem.
Both stand to gain or lose far more than
those who are really the middlemen in this
business--that is, merchuants, shippers and
millers--by the way in which wheat produced
in this country is handled.

Critics of wheat-grading often say that in-
ferior bread quality is due solely to coaditions
within the industry, but this is not the com-
plete story. The baking industry, with others,
has been affected by changing industrial con-
ditions, and today a slight change in flour or
wheat quality is sufficient to throw the pro-
duction of a bakery unit completely out of
balance. One can say, therefore, that chang-
ing conditions in the baking inudstry have
spot-lighted deficiencies ink wheat nd flour
quality, particularly in regard to regularity.

The baker cannot be condemned as trying
to place all the blame for poor quality bread
on the grading or fLa.q. system. The money
the industry is spending on research in Aus-
tralia is probably the best answer to such a
charge. However, the improvement of wheat
quality is a fundamental issne in these efforts,
and the grading of wheat is seen as the way
in which regular quality can be assured to a
far greater degree than with the f.a.q. system
and the farmer secure the real value for his
products.

Our job, therefore, at the Bread Research
Institute, is to bring the baking industry too
the highest techaical level possible, thus im-
proving the quality of bread in this country,
and ensuring the best possible loaf in every
way for the public. The wheatgrower pro-
ducing the basic ingredient for bread must
necessarily be vitaly concerned in this work.
In Australia we must get away from the old
idea that what was good enough 60 years ago
is good enough today. This applies to any in-
dustry; and whcatgrowing and bread-making
are no exception.

That is a valuable contribution from a com-
petent man and it should move our farmers
to take interest in this matter, as well as
those who are concerned in the develop-
ment of the wheat, bread and flour indus-
tries of Australia. I again emphasise the
great movement taking place in England.
Last mouth the Duchess of Kent opened a
-research institute that will cost from
£27,000 to £30,000 a year to run. The
Minister in charge of scientific -research in-
dicated that if the bakers 'would raise
£17,000 a year the Government would grant
a subsidy of £3,000 a year. We must keep
in touch with that institute;"- it will be
making intense investigations with the ob-
ject of improving flour.

England is one of our biggest customers
and in thia respect we should emulate her
excellent example. I hope that, as a result
of the discussion now proceeding-for -whieb
I think "Mr- Teasdale deserves thanks-the
Government will direct inquiries to be made
with a view to organising our flour industry
so successfully as to prevent the introduc-
tion of Canadian flour in Malaya- If
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Canada captures that market and expands
it, the fiourmilling industry in this State-
indeed the fiourmihling of the Common-
wealth-will be seriously menaced.

I hope no time will be lost in altering our
present system of f.a.q. selling of wheat.
Some time will be lost before the plan can
be prepared; we cannot do much this com-
ing season, hut we can make arrangements
to supply wheat of two or three grades in
order to meet world competition and the
threat to our farmers. We must bear in
mind that the present high market price
for wheat will not be maintained. I took
the opportunity of mentioning this matter
on the Appropriation Bill and if everything
goes wrell, I hope a big development will
ensue.

I have brought the matter forward ses-
sion after session and will continue to do
so as long as I am a member, not only in
the interests of this State as a whole but
also in the interests of the farmers them-
selves, as I consider that when the present
market price drops the farmers will be
faced with serious loss, particularly in view
of the present out-of-date method of
,marketing our wheat. I support the Bill.

HEON. 0. H. SIMPSON (Central) [8.5]:
I1 comnmence my -remarks with an expression
of regret at hearing the announcement by
Mr. Thomson that he had made his last
speech in this Chamber. He has had a long
parliamentary career and has served with
distinction as well in tbis as in another
place. I wish to say how much I appre-
ciated, as a young member, his kindly en-
courag-ement and helpful advice. I join
with the Leader of the House in assuring
the hon. member that the good wishes of us
all will go with him in his retirement.

Tonight I wish to deal with some of the
activities of the Education Department,
more particularly with respect to visual
education. I shall make some suggestions
as to the necessity of placing more emphasis
on the subject of civics in otir schools and
I sincerely hope that they will he of value,
Accepted by the Government and perhaps
in some measure be given practical effect.
I notice that the amount set aside in the
Appropriation Bill f or the Minister for
Education is £1,905,596. I recall that some
three or four years ago, under Mr. Wise's
Administration, a similar provision for the

first time had exceeded £1,000,000. It
shows the advances that have been made
when that figure is now nearly doubled.

We are aware, of course, that everything
costs more these days and that therefore the
comparison, in terms of figures, is hardly
reflected in the difference between the
amounts. The fact remains, however, that
the amount is considerably more. As one
who moves about the eountry a great deal, I'
can tell a story of activity in regard to the
building of schools, additions to schools,
more equipment being furnished, extensions
of bus services and matters of that kind.
The extension of bus services has had a most
beneficial effect, as it has relieved parents of
the arduous work of instructing their
children by means of the correspondence
course.

The latest Education DepartuienVs re-
port we have is for the year 1946,
so it is now over three years old. Its
late iarrival is due to a lag in the
Government Printing Office owing to
circumstances entirely beyond its control.
For the most part, therefore, the figures are
now of little value. However, I notice the
report discloses that the number of primary
schools in that year was 663, having an ave-
rage enrolment of 50,505, the actual number
of teachers being 1,857. Ia addition to
that, there were 17 high schools with a tve-
ing staff of 335 and 6,561 scholars. In pass-
ing, -it may be noted that of those 17 high
schools, 11 were in the metropolitan area;
but 1 know it is the Government's desire
and intention to establish further high
schools in the country when materials are
available; and they will be a great boon to
those parents who naturally desire that
their children should have a high school edu-
cation, and who just as naturally desire that
the children should be as aear home as
possible.

I think that possibly the most significant
and important development within the last
year or two in connection with the Educa-
tion Department has been the growth of
visual education. In that respect I am for-
tunate in having a fairly recent report,
which I received by courtesy of the Superin-
tendent, Mr. INorman Uren. It is dated the
31st December, 1948, and is thus just nine
months old. The functions of that particu-
lar section, which started in 1946, are gov-
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trued by a committee of 15 which includes
the Minister for Education as chairman,
the Director of Education, the Secretary-
Superintendent and 12 committee members,
representing various sections of educational
activity, therUniversity, the Teachers' Union,
the Department of Agriculture and several
other interested bodies. The functions of
the committee are--

(a) to advise the Minister on all matters
in connection with visual education concern-
ing the use of non-theatrical, educational, tech-
nical and documentary filmns, and in particular
on the acquisition of such films and the distri-
bution thereof amongst interested organisa-
tiowri throughout Western Australia,

(b) To act as liaison between interested
organisations in Western Australia and the
National Film Board of Canberra.

(c) To maintain an adult library of edu-
ceational, documentary and instructional films,
and public catalogues and lists of films avail-
able from the library.

(d) To control and co-ordinate the distribu-
tion and use of films of the above-mentioned
type.

There are 130 projectors in use in schools
and they serve roughly half the pupils in
the State. All major schools are equipped
and smaller schools are on the way to being
equipped. The department does not pro-
%'idc free equipment but subsidises local
parents and citizens' associations on a pound
for pound basis to the extent of £50 for any
one year. There is also one mobile unit
fitted with its own power plant; and this,
in the nine months up to the 31st December,
had travelled nearly 4,000 miles, giving a
total number of 1,104 lesson screenings.
Altogether about half the number of school
children in the State are served, and it is
hoped to serve the total number by added
units travelling at regular intervals.

The visual aid department conducts a fim
library which contains 517 16mm. films
comprising 438 titles; and 712 35mm. films,
with SO mo0re on order. There are multiple
copies of library films bringing the total
strips available to 2,072. These are made
available to private schools and adult film
groups. The borrowings in 1947 and 1948
were-

1947
1948

Borrowings,
10)5
386

Films.
523

1,758

The average monthly audience was apprOni-
inately 8,000- This branch of the depart-
ment also produces instructional films-

16mm. sound and silent films and 35mm.
still strips and slides. The following work
has been done in 35mm. film strips and 2in.
x 2in. slides:-

1947.
Master negatives produced 87
Film strips--positives . . 261
2in. x 3mn. slides . . . . 617

1948.
206
a5m
312

Negatives and prints to the total of 1,020
were made for the National Film Council
on deportment and posture. Instruction by
visual aid ifilms is elaimaed to have the follow-
ing advantages-

(1) Children learn in less than a quarter
of the time.

(2) It imparts high quality instruction.
(3) It secures uniform presentation.
(4) It elimvinates distracting influences,

thus aiding coacentration.
(5) It relieves the teacher of a great deal

of specialised study and, in fact, instructs
the teacher as well as the pupils.

I think I may add that, as far as the pupil
is concerned, with the removal of distract-
ing influences, as the films are usually shown
in the dark, he is able to relax, and that is
a psychological factor of some value.

As visual aid is bound to play an in-
creasingly important part in school instruc-
tion, it is to be hoped that the departmet-
will seriously consider the question of accom-
modation. At present the whole outfit-
administration, library and records, and ffim
production-is housed in an Army hut,
which is hopelessly overcrowded. On the
same site there are other Army huts seldom
used, and it seems only elementary common-
sense to suggest that one or more of these
should he made available by the Conmmon-
wealth authorities to allow for necessary
extension and development of this very im-
portant work, and to enable it to be carried
out with the maximum efficiency. I have
mentioned that more particularly because,
in my opinion, the use of visual aid films
represents the answer to the difficulty of
conveying instruction in civics to the children
in our schools.

It was my privilege at the R.S.L. Congress
to sponsor a motion on behalf of the M,%ul-
lewa branch, which I am pleased to say was
passed unanimously. This is the text of
the motion-

That this Congress strongly recommends to
the Government the necessity for greater em-
phasis on '"civics" instruction tor advanced
classes in schools by:-
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(1) A more effective implementation of
the courses now set out in the primary and
post-primary curriculum.

(2) A defined course of instruction in the
form of a handbook or manual for use byv
teachers, coupled with the use of specially
prepared talkie films, designed to fit the child
for the responsibilities of citizenship, care-
fully avoiding any politica bias.

(3) That the following values be specially
stressed-

(a) Development of character.
(b) National loyalty.
(e) Individual liberty.

I think members will support me when I
say that this is not a Party political ques-
tion but one of national importance. I have
heard various political leaders stress the
need for mare emphasis tdi he placed on the
value of instruction in civics in our schools;
but unfortunately nothing appears to have
been done, and I think that perhaps the diffi-
culty of the Education Department has lain
in the virtual impossibility of having uni-
form instruction imparted by the teachers.

When we come to the question of Civics,
or what would appear to be moral values,
we can say that it would vary to a certain
degree with each individual teacher. In
fact, I think we can say that the more
earnest the teacher, the more likely is his
instruction to be tinged -with political or
religious bias. I have no wish to criticise
the members of the teaching profession, the
great majority of whom are splendid and
devoted servants, 'but they are hampered
by the defects of at system, or rather defects
in its application, and they have achieved
results often in spite of the system rather
than because of it. I want to read from the
Civics Syllabus that appears in the Post-
Primary Courses of Study. I shall do so
because the pamphlet is impossible to get.
I tried to procure a copy from the Educa-
tion Department and from the Government
Printer, hut it is out of print. I think the
particulars of the civics curriculum are
important enough to be placed on record.
They are as follows:-

The chief aim in all classes will be to in-
culcate such forms of behaviour as will en-
able the pupils to live in a modern community,
by the formation of habits of helpful, con-
strurtive, participating citizenship.

Section A.-For All Classes.
Kindness towards animalst.
Protection of Nature-flowers, trees, anii-

mals, etc.

Protection of Property-problem of van-
dalism.

Consideration and respect for others.
'"Safety First.''
The aims will be best served in Section A-

not by formal lessons so much as by short irs-
cliie talks on suitable occasions.

I know that the safety first lectures are
usually given by traffic officers who visit the
schools-

Section B.--Class V1I.
A.-The Family as a Social Group. Division

of Labour-Interdependence of Members.
Ownership in the Family.

B.-The School and Community Activities.
Co-operation in the School, Community, Nation,
between Nations. Machinery of Co-operation-:_
activities. Conduct of School Debates.

C.-Local Self -Government-its machiuery.
Elections, Public Meetings, etc. Private and
Public Ownership.

Note.-Local and Civic Affairs will provide
suitable opportunities for the treatment of the
above in concrete form,

Current events.

Section C.-Class VIII.
Cost of Government-How Loans are raised

and expended. Taxation and Assessment of
Property and Incomes. Hlow Life and Property
are protected.

Selection of Members of Government.
The Department of C overninents-Legisla-

tire, Executive, Judicial.
How one sphere of/ Government may exist

within the domain of another-Local, State
and Federal.

Australia as a member of the British Com-
monwealth of Nations.

International Cu-operation, World Friend-
ship-the League of Nations.

Public Affairs wvill provide suitable oppor-
tunities for the treatment of the above in con-
crete form.

Current events and Australian problems may-
he treated more extensively.

That,' I am sure members will agree, is
adequate and comprehensive. No-ne will
dispute. the great present-day need for its
application, especially as we are now absorb-
ing migrants into our economy. It is vitally
important that these new Australians should
be taught the elements of civic behaviour,
which will fit them to enter fully into our
way of life. But what ive do say is that
the system as a whole is out of balance, and
if it is necessary to sacrifice some of the
academic qualifications now insisted upon at
the expense of being taught tbe elements of
social obligation, then that sacrifice ought to
he made. We are producing a race imbuedt
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with the ideas of comfort and security
rather than the old ideas of duty and ser-
vice. As a teacher friend of mine said, in a
letter to me-

In our school curriculum, adequate provision
is made for training in citizenship, but one may
(luestion whether lip service to it as a subject
is not the general rate, especially in view of
the fact that the system compels the teacher,
often against his wvill, to over-develop the
easily measurable subjects at the expense of
character development and training for citi-
zenship. The children of today will become
the citizens of tomorrow, and the State de-
sires that the new generation shall become
worthy citizens. This is best secured if for
each child there is adequate opportunity for
making time best of himself and becoming a
good man or a good woman-that is, a good
citizen. Schools enypbasise, and rightly so, the
importance of physical standards and healthy
living, and equip a child to earn his living,
but in view of present needs of greag import-
ance, the school has to bear in mind that in
a democratic community he must later take
a part in the government of his country, and
it is -expected that hie should discharge this
duty loyally and intelligently.

Today, as never before, w-c must face the
fact that the business of any educational sys-
tern is not only to provide the means of making
a living, and the passing of examinations to
qualify for that-that is training, not edue-
tiont Nor is the sole remaining husiness to
provide culture or the cultivation of individual
tasks or talents to fill out leisure time. In the
hard practical world of the next generation,
emphasis on the basic virtues of citizenship
must overshadow all else. Nothing else mat-
ters. Thes virtues must be taught, and taught
in such a way that no child graduates into the
mormal occupations of adult life without a
mental background fitting him for its re-
sponsibilities.

I question whether 10 per cent, of our adult
population has anything like the requisite
knowledge that should be possessed with
regard to our political institutions. I have
teen told by one of our legislators that few
members of the community could name their

egislative Council members. I countered
this by saying that about the same propor-
dion would know the names of their As-
semibly members. Another legislative friend
of mine recently visited a school, and he
said to the scholars, "Can any of you tell
me the name of the Governor-General?"
The school teacher said, "Do0 not ask them
that question; they do not know anything
about it." However, one bright boy put up
his hand and said, "Ben Chifley." .My
friend then said, "Can you tell me the name

of the Governor of Western Australia 7"
Another lad took his cue from the first and
also said, "Ben -Chifley."

A teacher who had been taking a course
of sbciology said he gave his class a list of
questions to take home, and one of them
was, "Who is the Prime Minister?" In the
replies received the next morning, four Prime
Ministers were named, including the late
Hon. J. Lyons, who has been dead for ten
years. As those questions were taken home
and treated as home work, it is quite pos-
sible that the replies reflected the knowledge
possessed by the parents.

Some members may have received in the
mail tonight a valuable booklet entitled,
"Christian Education in a Democratic Com-
munity." I know we receive much matter
that we cannot possibly read, hut 1 had
heard about this pamphlet and I went to
the "Record" office and suggested to the
manager that, from what I knew of the
pamphlet, it might well be sent to parlia-
mentary members. I do not know whether
he adopted that suggestion) but if he did,
and in case members are inclined to regard
the brochure as one of the many that they
need not look into, I suggest they read it.
I have typed out some extracts from it-TI
will not weary the House by reading the
pamphlet at length-which I think are not
only a reflection on the position in Australia
at present but an indictment of the system
that has grown up over the years.

The pamphlet sets out that the report of
the Harvard Committee entitled "The Objec-
tives of General Education in a Free
Society" declared that the supreme need of
American education was a unifying purpose
and idea. If this is true of America, it is
equally true of Australia which cannot boast
the same degree of development, and which
is now called upon to absorb a considerable
number of new Australians into its economy
and way of life. It seems to mue that the
time has come to review our own system in
a friendly but critical way and see if it can-
not be brought more into line with the pre-
sent day social needs, and to ask ourselves
whether this centralised system of ours has
fulfill 'ed its founders' hopes, and if not why
not, and whether its faults can be remedied.
Here is an extract from the brochure:-
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Nearly eighty years have passed since the
people of Australia were persuaded by a group
of theorists to adopt a system of education that
should be free, compulsory and secular. Few
would deny that, in a democratic community,
education should he "free,'' that is, paid for
out of public funds, and thus ensuring that
the children of even the poorest citizens should
be able to receive adequate schooling. It will
he rendily admitted, too, that the community
at large is entitled to insist that all children
must attend school, and that careless or stupid
parents should not he allowed to deprive their
children of educational opportunities.

Extensive claims were made for a system
based on State controlled secularism. Thus, it
was urged, we should get rid of secularism,
should allow the light of science to penetrate
young minds. Ancient superstitions and ignor-
ance would disappear. The State could pro-
vide better equipped schools, more efficiently
trained staff, up-to-date apparatus. Such
schools must necessarily produce nobler citizens,
free from prejudices, fit for democracy,
anxious to devote themselves wholeheartedly
to the general welfare.

Xet, today, there is a general and constant
criticism of the system and its results by
teachers, parents, public men, University
authiorities. Demands for drastic reform
are heard on all sides, despite the activi-
ties of Ministers and Directors, the ex-
penditure of many millions of pounds,
the amnazing devatedness and sacrifice of
thousands of teachers, and the undoubted
inmprovemient-espcially' in recent years-in
the methods of instruvting and training young
teachers.

Evils which a satisfactory educational sys-
tern would bare remedied or, at leait, hare
mitigated, are frequently enumerated by those
to whiom the public welfare is a subject of
constant concern-

Class hatred is as bitter today in Aust-
ralia as it has been in the past.

There is g~eneral apathyv concerning
national problr-ms, an~d a widespread refusal,
tscake iny the most highly educated, to

taepart inpublic life.
The los of pride in workmanship bas been

accompanied in' a decline in productivity,
whielt threatens the economic life of the
nation.

The desire for security, at all costs, has
led to an rdlirming loss of the spirit of adl-
venture ard initiative in the young, and to
.n E-qually alarming dependlence on the State
for all their ne~d.

The high p-oportion of iinskilled workers
iP. the community hear,; witness to the fail-
net, of the systemi to lr01idt adequate voca-
tional training.

TI,'e flight from the l-'nd, which today
threateins the stability of the nation, is the
rv-PMit not ewi- of burl economies, but of a
false outlook engradered by modern educa-
tion.

May I add two fuarther defects not appear-
ing in the brochureI They are--

(a) Au astonishing ignorance of the fune-
tious of Parliament and nadministration, and
lack of appreciation of the responsibilities of
citizenship which confer on the individual the
dignity of being the ruler as well as the ruled.

(b) A state of mind which makes the citizen
a readly prey to interested minorities, so that
he gets pushed round, instead of possessing the
knowledge which he ought to possess, of dis-
tiguishing truth from error and from hialf
truth which is even mare dangerous.

To quote further from the pamphlet-
It is; of course, unfair to place the whole

responsibility for these evils on the educa-
tional system. Many ar4, at least pactly, the
result of the unchristian organisation of social
and economic life. But for over 60 years now
our social system has been controlled, some-
times developed, by men who are the products
of the State-dominated secularist system.

We expect a certain type of citizen to
emerge from our schools and we must
therefore demand a certain type of teach-
er, and we must design a system that will
enable the teachers to perform their noble
f unction.

I come now to my suggestion as to the
remedy. It is that specially prepared
filnis be exhibited in the schools. That
would result in high class instruction being
imparted by the films, which could he
grade-d for the different classes and readily
absorbed. They could be checked for any
religious or political bias and would give
a uniform presentation to all the children
under our State school system. Such films
would be instructive not only to the
scholars but also to the teachers. I sin-
cerely hope that this suggestion is of value
and will lead to something practical being
done.

HON. E. MW. DAVIES (West) [8.35]:
This measure deals with the appropriation
of money, the expenditure of which was ap-
proved in connection with the Estimates and
the Loan Bill. The Estimates having been
ag-reed to in another place it is necessary that
the Appropriation Bill should be passed by
this HTouse-. The sumn to be expended is
claimed on thi.s occasion to be a record.
That can eas-ily be understood in view of
the added expenditure necessary owing to
the increase in the cost of materials and
labour. To make a comparison of such
figutres at present would not be fair.
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For the development of the State it is
necessary that certain public works be
undertaken at the cost of a considerable
amount of money. There are many Gov-
ernment departments, also, that must he
conducted at great cost. We have been
supplied with Volume 1 of the Tydeman
report on the port of Fremantle, but
Volumes 2 and 3, which contain the meat
of the report, have not yet been made
available owing, I understand, to some
difficulty in the Government Printing
Office. The whole point is that the city
of Ilfremantle has been endeavouring to
bring into being a zoning or town plan-
ning scheme and it is difficult to finalise
that scheme until the council has obtained
Volumes 2 and 3 of the report. I ask the
Chief Secretary if it would not be possible,
in the near future, for the Government to
make available to the Fremantle City
Council a full set of the volumes so that the
report on its town planning scheme can be
finalised.

I wish to deal with a section of Mr.
Tydeman's report which concerns the
proposal for docking at Fremantle. We
all realise that for a port to function
adequately it is necessary to have proper
docking facilities. This is a question that
has been debated in this House, and
another place, for a long time. Many
reasons have been given why a dock could
not be made available in Fremantle but
during the last war it became necessary
for the American Forces to tow a floating
dock some considerable distance and have
it placed in the Fremantle harbour to pro-
vide docking facilities for some of the
American ships. That dock was used for
other ships as well and is an indication
that it is absolutely necessary for Fre-
mantle, being the chief port of Western
Australia, to have proper docking facili-
ties. Mr. Tydeman has dealt with this
question in his report but he points out
that it would be uneconomical to provide
a dock at Fremiantle because only certain
sizes of ships would he able to use it and
even then it would not be used very fre-
quently. Hence it would he a large capital
expenditure and would not be put to any
great use.

During the war it was necessary for the
American Forces to bring this floating dock
to Fremantle and during that period over
600 ships of war were victualled and given

harbour facilities at Fremantle. That
proves that the western coast of this con-
tinent is a particularly vital section,
especially in time of war. In view of the
trend of events at the moment, every
endeavour should be made to see that
proper docking facilities are provided at
Fremantle and I would suggest that we
impress upon the Commonwealth Govern-
ment the fact that it should associate itself
with the State Government with a view
to providing a dock on this side of the
continent. If that were done, docking
facilities would be available both for naval
ships and ships allied to the Navy and
could be used for private ships as well.
The revenue derived as a result of its use
by private ships could offset the capital
expenditure and the expenditure needed
for keeping the dock in commission.

'This is really the responsibility of the
Commonwealth Government but the State
Government would require its use and that
would provide certain revenue to offset
some of the expenditure. This side of the
continent is an important section of the
Commonwealth of Australia. Not very far
north of us we have considerable numbers
of islands in which there are large popula-
tions of Asiatics. In conjunction with the
peopling of the North and the North-West
of this State, proper facilities at Fremantle
are necessary, particularly in view of the
fact that we must prepare ourselves for
the likelihood of future hostilities. I trust
that nothing like that will ever happen
again, but it is just as well to be prepared.
If we had a dock in Fremantle it would
not be necessary to send State ships to
the Eastern States for overhauls and that
would save us in the vicinity of £200,000
for renovations and overhaul to any ship
that might require it. I trust that the
Government will take steps to endeavour
to associate itself with the Commonwealth
Government and see if some arrangement
can be mtade-on a share basis perhaps-
to establish a dock in Fremantle.

The question of harbour extensions is
one that has been exercising the minds of
Governments from time to time, and Mr.
Tydeman has been asked to make a report
on harbour extensions at Fremantle. As
I have already pointed out, Volume 1 of
his report has been made available and
whilst we have certain information from
that report it is necessary that Volumes
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2 and 3 should also be made available so
that members can make themselves an
fanit with Mr. Tydeman 's recommenda-
tions. At present Fremantle harbour is
used for the supplying of oil to various
ships that come to these waters. During
the war we were lucky that a national dis-
aster did not occur when the "Pana-
manian" caught fire. The outbreak was caused
by oil floating on the water in the interior
of the harbour and had it not been for
timely action and a good deal of luck, con-
siderable damage could have been caused
to the harbour, which would have ren-
dered it unfit for the use of ships during
the war period.

The time has arrived when more atten-
tion should be given to the provision of
oil depots around Fremantle but outside
the harbour itself, and I hope that the
Government will give some consideration to
that aspect. It is not safe, nor is it right,
that the harbour should be used for sup-
plying ships with oil; firstly, because of
danger and, secondly, because it is neces-
sary for ships to take up certain berths
that could he occupied by ships, which
require them for other purposes. I hope
the Government will find ways and means
of obtaining a report which could be em-
bodied in that of Mr. Tydeman so that
we might be given information as to
whether it is possible to establish oil in-
stallation depots somewhere around the
coast but outside of the harbour itself.

The question of water supplies is also
one that has caused a great deal of com-
ment during recent years. We are all
fully ,aware that the shortage in the supply
of piping is most acute at present and that
has contributed a good deal to the very low
pressure of water. Quite a number of newhouses are being, built in various parts of the
metropolitan area and some are being
built in Fremantle. Houses today are of
such a value that they are entitled to be
provided with a three-quarter inch bound-
ary main. Houses that have been built
for a number of years, and were of a low
value, werc then entitled to have a half-inch
boundary main only. So we find that as hous-
ing is extended throughout the districts
and the new mains are laid, there is a
greater drain on the water supply, and the
people who are living in the higher parts
of Fremantle are finding it extremely diffi-
cult to obtain a decent pressure. I take

this opportunity of again asking the Gov-
ernment to approach the engineers of the
Water Supply Department and ascertain
if they can make a proper examination of
the position in Fremantle to ensure that aL
decent pressure of water is enjoyed by the
residents there.

Another question which has been dealt
with here on several occasions and to which
I shall now refer, is housing. We know
that there have been many difficulties.
which the Government has attempted to,
overcome but, unfortunately, the position
does not seem to be improving. While it
has been stated that the number of houses
being built is on the increase, in my-
opinion they are being built in districts
adjacent to Perth. My complaint is that
the West 'Province has not had a fair deal
with regard to housing. A considerable area
of land has been made available by the Fre-
mantle City Council to the State Housing
Commission, but we still find that housing
is not progressing at the rate it should in
that district.

Although records are claimed for house
construction, the West Province is defin-
itely not getting its share. On the bust-
ings during the last election promises of
houses for small unit families were made.
The Government then stated that it
intended to build homes for two- and three-
unit families. The latest figures I have
obtained show that the few homes for two-
or three-unit families that have been built
arc in South Perth and adjacent districts.
When I scanned the figures for not only
Fremantle but also the whole of the West
Province, I found that only nine houses
for two- and three-unit families have been
approved, and these have not yet been
completed.

In my opinion the Government is not
giving the residents of Fremantle and the
West Province a fair deal. I do hope that
some means will be found to increase the
number of houses in that district because
the Fremantle municipality is encouraging
industries to establish themselves in that
area by making land available and
quite a Dumber of them have already been
attracted there. Because of that, it is
necessary that houses should be built for
the enmployees who are working in those
industries. I know that houses have been
built for key personnel employed in the
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South Fremantle power house. Although
I am not complaining about that, it is
drawing adverse comments from many
people who are housed in camps, tents or
on verandahs; and they cannot be blamed
for criticising the powers-that-be because
of other people being granted houses while
they are still awaiting decent accommoda-
tion. I trust that these matters will be
given consideration by the Government
and that endeavour-s will be made to step up
construction of houses in the Fremantle
district in the near future.

The electricity supply is( a matter tat
should be commented upon in this House.
I believe there should be an inquiry into
the numerous breakdowns that have been
occurring over the past few months. I
am, of course, aware that the generator
which is giving the trouble has rendered
good service over a period of years.
Although an expert was brought from the
Eastern States to supervise the repairs
that were effected, yet in a short space of
time we find that the generator has again
broken down, which is interfering with
industry and the life of the community
generally.

I th~refore consider that an inquiry
should ho held to ascertain why, after
these repairs have been effected under the
supervision of an expert engineer, the
generator again breaks down-and that fre-
quently. I would also like to ask the
Chief Secretary if it is possible for him
to define the length of time the power re-
strictions will be in operation.

The Chief Secretary: It has been stated
in the Press that they will cease on Sunday
night.

Ron. E. M. DAVIES: I did not see that
statement. It is only reasonable that
people should be assured that the power
restrictions will not be imposed any longer
than is necessary, and I also feel that
something is required to ensure that these
continued breakdowns will not occur so
frequently in the future. I support the
second reading of the Bill.

HON. H. K. WATSON (Metropolitan)
[8.55] : I feel that the Treasurer is to be
congratulated on the handling of the fin-
ances of Western Australia during the past
year. One of the outstanding features of
the financial returns is the amount of the

State grant. I notice that last year the
amount received through the State Grants
Commission was £3,600,000 and that the
estimated amount to be received this year
is £4,100,000. When it is remembered that
it is only a few years ago or, in other
words, before the present Treasurer
assumed office, that the amount which we
received from the Commonwealth , through
the Grants Commission was in The vicinity
of £1,000,000, I think it speaks volumes
for the ability and the tenacity of our
State Treasurer in securing the return, from
the Commonwealth Government of a much
larger proportion of the £20,000,000 which
that Government extracts from the people
of this State by way of Customs and all
the other Federal taxes.

I notice that the estimated amount which
the Treasurer expects to receive from the
Grants Commission during the current
year is £4,100,000, but, knowing the
Treasurer as I do and his ability to present
the case of Western Australia before the
Grants Commission, I would not be sur-
prised if he does not even exceed the target
which he has set himself. I feel, how-
ever, that the Budget which has been pre-
sented by the Premier is likely to be
falsified by actions beyond his control. I
think it will he found that the Budget
which this year has been presented by the
Treasurer of Western Australia will be
seriously affected by the action of the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer in the United
Kingdom and by the Commonwealth
Treasurer in Australia.

It will be found, I believe, that the
Treasurer's task during the current year
will be made considerably more difficult by
reason of increased costs arising from the
devaluation of the pound sterling and the
corresponding devaluation of the Austra-
lian pound in relation to dollars. Twenty
years ago the Australian pound was worth
4.8 dollars and today it is only worth 2.24
dollars. When a milkman waters the milk
he generally bears the penalty himself, but
when a Government debases or devalues the
currency it is the people who bear the
penalty in increased costs and higher
prices; they bear the penalty in suffering
a reduced purchasing power in the savings
which they have built up' in life insurance
companies and so on.
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A paint that the people should bear in
wind during the ecrning year is that the
increased costs and higher prices 'which
they will be called upon to bear are due,
not to any faulty price-fixing control, not
to the actions of any hungry manufactur-
ers or merchants, but to the action of the
Australian Government directly and to
that of the British Government indirectly
in devaluing the pound.

I support the views expressed by Dr.
Hislop regarding the growing burden that
has fallen upon Ministers of the Crown in
carrying out the heavily increased duties
they are required to discharge. I think
that assistance might well he given them
along the lines he suggested by the
appointment of additional Ministers such
as full Ministers or assistant Ministers.
The Chief Secretary has had a very
strenuous week in the absence of the
Honorary Minister for Agriculture, and I
am afraid that I perhaps have unwittingly
added to his disability. However, I sup-
port Dr. Hislop in the view that additional
assistance should be rendered to our Min-
isters in order that their health might not
be overtaxed to the extent it has been in
recent years.

HON. 0. FRASER (West) [9.3]: 1 shall
set members' minds at rest quickly by
stating that it is my intention to speak for
only a very few minutes. There are one
or two matters relating to my province
that I feel I ought to mention.

First of all, I wish to emphasise the
statements of my colleague, Mr. Davies,
regarding the Fremantle harbour. We feel
perturbed that no announcement has yet
been made as to the action intended to be
taken by the Government on the Tydeman
report. I mentioned this matter in the
House some months ago, but I offer no
apologies for bringing it forward again.
I have found that, all through the years,
the views of the experts consider with regard
to the probable life of the Fremnantle rail-
way bridge. They were to the effect that
within the succeeding four ior five years, the
life of the bridge, in their opinion, would be
ended.

It is time that some action was taken by
the Government, especially in view of the
shortage of materials that exists and the
period that would be occupied in replacing

the bridge. On looking through the Loan
programme, L find that something like
£C300,000 is allotted for harhours, but I take
it that is the amount ordinarily provided
each year and does not include any sum
for the coming year for action under the
Tydeman report. If I am wrong in that
assumption, I hope the Chief Secretary
will correct me and give us some informa-
tion.

I repeat the warning that a move will
have to be made and made very quickly in
the way of constructing some bridge to
take the place of the present railway
bridge. Over the years the various reports
submitted have differed on the questions
of where the new bridge should be located
and whether it should be solely a railway
bridge or a combined road and railway
bridge:, As this is the end of the session
and we are considering the appropriation
of f unds for the year, it seems that
another 12 months will pass before any
move is made, and that, in my opinion, will
he running close to the danger line. I am
hoping that, although no public announce-
ment has been made, the Government has
not lost sight of the fact that it will have
to move and move quickly in coming to a
decision an the Tydeman report.

There is one other matter I wish to voice
in relation to my province. If all Gov-.
erment departments acted similarly to the
Water Supply and Sewerage Department,
we would not need a loan programme or an
Appropriation Bill. T refer to what has
occurred in regard to sewerage connections
in portion of my province. Last Novem-
ber, after the work had been in progress
for some years, a notification appeared in
the "Government Oaztte"-a publication
that the general public seldom sees-stat-
ing that the first section of this area
would be ready far connecting up on the
1st February. About Christmas time the
department sent a notification to each
owner that his premises could be conneeted
and that the water rate 'would start from
the 1st February. To give a notice to a
person to have his premises connected with
the sewer main during the Christmas
period meant that two or three weeks bad
already gone, so that actually the effective
portion would be three or four weeks be-
fore the rate would commence.
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Members should bear in mind that the
first move an owner must make is to lodge
an application with the department, which
sends some of its employees to make a
ground plan of the property. This in itself
generally occupies two or three weeks.
After that has been supplied, the plumber
who is to do the work must make an appli-
cation to the State Housing Commission
for a permit to proceed. Then some weeks
elapse before the permit is granted. When
the permit has been granted, the problem
of obtaining the requisite material con-
fronts the plumber.

Under these conditions, the result was
that, although everybody in No. 1 area was
paying the extra water rate from the 1st
February, only one connection was made
in February, two were made in March and
two in April, while up to the 30th June,
only 14 connections were made. In that
area there would be approximately 200, so
there was a clear gain by the department
of five months' water rates for a servicee
that the people were unable to, get. Fol-
lowing on that the people of the No. 2 dis-
trict were notified that their rate would
start from the 1st June, while the rate for
the No. 3 district would start from the
1st October and for the No. 4 district-
the last portion-from the 1st December of
this year. Up to the end of August only
20 connections had been made in the Nos.
1 and 2 districts, which are now paying the
rate. No service is given but the rate is
being paid. This means that some hun-
dreds of people are paying a rate for which
they receive no service. To make the posi-
tion worse, within the past 12 months the
local governing body has had a revaluation
made of the district and all valuations
were increased. This, of course, meant a
further unearned increment for the depart-
men t.

I hope the Leader of the House will,
even at this late stage, take the matter up
with the Minister concerned with the
object of getting the Government to make
some adjustment of the rates. But that
is not all. We find that another Govern-
ment department, which previously ap-
proved of the work, now refuses to allow
connections to the system to be made on
account of the shortage of materials.
That department is therefore responsible
for the suspension of the work. So we

have one department charging for a service
which is not rendered, and another depart-
ment refusing to allow the work to be con-
tinned at all. I hope this Gilbertian situ-
ation will not continue much longer.

We have heard much comment in the last
few months on certain actions of the State
Housing Commission in refusing to allow
some types of building materials to be
used. Quite recently in the Press it was
reported that the Commission had decided
that one particular class of material could
be used in the erection of self-help homes.
If the material is good enough for that
purpose, why cannot it be used for other
homes? Why cannot the privilege be ex-
tended to other people desiring to build
homes? We were told by a member of
this Chamber who brought the matter up
that the extra cost of using this material
would be £150 for a house consisting
of two bedrooms and other usual rooms
than for a brick house of similar size.
However, if people are prepared to meet
the higher cost, they should be permitted
to do so.

What I cannot understand is why one
section should be allowed to use this
material while another is not. I do not
want the State Housing Commission to
build rental homes of this typo of material,
as that would mean a considerable increase
in the rent of those premises. I am in
agreement with the Housing Commission
in refusing to use this material for rental
homes. From memory, I think these are,
now bringing in rentals of from 3s.B to
38s. a week, and such charges would be con-
siderably increased by the use of this ma-
terial. It would be impossible for the people
to pay the additional cost. Mention was also
made that the Housing Commission had
been taken to task for not guaranteeing to
take a certain. percentage-I think 50 per
cent.-of the output of concrete tiles made
by the flim which manufactured the material
to which I have referred. I hope that before
the Housing Commission makes any move to
use these tiles, it will insist upon tests being
made to prove that they are satisfactory. I
urge this because of a personal experience of
my own.

When I built my house in 1940, 1 insisted
on the contractor using concrete tiles. He
argued the point with me, but I replied,
"No, I think they ought to stand up better
than Bristile tiles." Naturally, as I was pay-
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kng, I won the day, but after tlout three of the night I would not attempt to deal at-
_years I was compelled to take the tiles off and
replace them by another brand of tiles at a
eost of £129. I am not condeming the tile
manufactured by the firm I mentioned, as
I know nothing about it, but my experience
should prove how necessary it is that these
concrete or cement tiles be thoroughly
tested. It appears that the mixture in the
tiles, after very heavy rain, absorbs water,
and when it has absorbed as much as it is
capable of absorbing, the water drips down
on to the ceilings. There is a water-
course, so to speak, in the tile, but
,only one. In other type of tiles
there are two. In windy weather, the rain
flows along this course on to the rafters,
and so the same thing happens-it drips on
to the ceilings. Before I sit down, I must
say that this is the last Appropriation Bill
we shall receive from the present Govern-
ment.

The Chief Secretary: No, it is not.
Hon. W. J. Mann: You must have your

,joke!
The Chief Secretary: You have been

serious so far.

The PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon. G. FRASER: Quite a number of
members have been congratulating the Gov-
ernment upon its performances during the
past three years.

Hon. L. Craig: Are you not going to do
Solq

Hon. G. W. Miles: After the way you sup-
ported the Government during the session!

The PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon. G. FRASER: We find that even the
unofficial organ of the Govertnient, "The
West Australian," has, in its sub-leaders,
taken the Government to task on its bad
administration at various times. When we
come to the legislative programme of the
Government, what do we find Even its own
-supporters are not prepared to lend their
assistance.

Hon. H. Bearn: But you did.

Hon. G. FRASER: Of course, members
of this section of the House are soft-
hearted! On several occasions there would
have been an absolute rout, because the Gov-
ernment legislation would have been sup-
ported only by the Chief Secretary and the
Honorary Minister. Naturally, at this hour

tensively with the bungle the Government
has made of the housing programme.

Hon. L. Craig: It was never so progres-
sive.

Hon. G. FRASER: I would remind the
hon. member that when the previous Govern-
ment was in office, it supplied the people
xvith either houses or huts. The latest de-
velopment is that the Government is putting
people into tents. That is how well the
housing programme has been handled!

Hon. R. M. Forrest: The Government has
built a lot of houses, has it not?

Hon. G. FRASER: Of course! And so it
shiould have! But now it is putting people
in tents.

Hon. W. J. Maan: They are for people
from oversea.

Hon. G. FRASER: They are not. They
are for local people evicted from their
premises.

Hon. R. M. Forrest: What would you do?
Where would you put themtl

Hon. G. FRASER: The progress the
Government has made has been like that of
the crab-backwards and not forwards. So
I cannot congratulate the Government on its
achievements in that respect.

Ron. J. G. Hislop: You have agreed with
everything it has done.

Hon. RI. M1. Forrest: You have supported
it right through the piece.

Hon. G. FRASER: I have attempted to
help the Government when its followers
deserted it, because I am soft-hearted. The
other matter on which I cannot congratu-
late the Government is the control of prices.
I am not going into that question, either.
Because of had administration, we find that
young people cannot 'build homes on ac-
count of the increased cost of them.

Hon. L. Craig: You promised to say only
a few words.

Ron. G. FRASER: Quite a number of my
own friends waited patiently for permits;
and when they received them, they inquired
into the cost of homes. Today for an ordin-
ary three-roomed house E2,400 odd is asked.
The average individual cannot afford that
amount, with the result that these people
have had to give up any thought of build-
ing. From those two angles alone-that of
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home building, and that of prices-the Gov-
ernment has let things get out of hand; and
it is impossible for me to give it any credit
at all for anything done in those directions.
I repeat that this will be the last Appropria-
tion Bill that this Government will submit.

Hon. R. M. Forrest: We shall see what
you will do!

Hon. L. Craig: No fear we will not.

Hon. G. FRASER: The new Government
that will be coming into office will have this
State on the road to prosperity in the next
few years.

HOW. G. W. IM LE (North) [9.231: 1
dia not intend to say anything. I have been
a silent member this session, and did not
want to take up any time of the House or
to give "Hansard" any work. But I cannot
let this opportunity go by without paying
a tribute to the splendid work done by the
late Alexander Forrest for North Australia,
for Australia, and for the Empire. His cen-
tenary was celebrated the other day and the
Historical Society and his family saw fit to
place wreaths on his monument. But, within
two days, vandals of this metropolitan area
stole those -wreaths.

Members: Shame!

Hon. 0. W. Miles: I want to pay my
tribute to a great Western Australian and
Empire statesman, who opened up the North-
West in 18M,. An uncle of mine wad buried
at the DeGrey River in 1877. Forrest
passed from Cossack through the DeGrey
River area up to Fitzroy and on to the
Northern Territory; and in his diary of
1870, he wrote that he could not get a mile
away from water. It is a remarkable thing
to realise that this magnificent country has
been left undeveloped for so long-.

I have quoted his diary, not only here but
througkout the Empire, in the Old Country
and in the Eastern States; and I want to
assure members that unless something is done
to develop that part of the country very
soon, we will lose the whole of Australia.
Forty years ago there were 20,000 people
up there, and now there are only fl,000. I
would like to quote a few words uttered by
the Director of Works, Mr. R. J. Dlumas, in
an address t0 the Rotary Club on the 28th
July. He said-

We have failed in our responsibilities to the
North and although we may escape the results
in our lifetime, I am sure that our eons, unless
they do a better job than we have, will reap
the whirlwind.

The 16th September of this year was the an-
niversary of the date of my first speech in
this House. I have been speaking on this
subject here for the last 33 years; hut I want
again to appeal to the present Government
and to members to do something f or the
North of Australia, if they wish to prevent
their children being pushed out *by the
coloured races. Something is being done
with regard to the transporting of beef by
air and with regard to pig raising in that
country.

I myself spoke some time ago about
growing peanuts there, and the then Mn-

ister for the North-West, the late Hon. John
Ewing, said, "Where is your market-the
monkeys at the Zoo or Tom Molloy Y" That
is the vision of those in the South-West of
this State! I conclude by congratulating the
Government on the work it has done, It has
a big job on hand, if it is going to do its
duty for the North of Australia, for Aus-
tralia, and for the Empire.

THE CHIEF SECRETARY (Hon. HJ.
s. w. Parker-MIetropolitan-Suburban-in
reply) [9.27]: 1 trust members -will not con-
sider me discourteous in not replying to
the many points that have been, raised. I
W95 in somewhat of a quandary. I knew full
well that members did not wish to sit to-
morrow afternoon, but I had the option ofF
replying briefly now or of adjourning so
that I could get the necessary information
to speak more fully at a later stage. I felt
that members would prefer me to apologise
now and to bring the various matters to
which they have referred -before the ap-
propriate Ministers to be dealt with in due
course. Many of the matters to which at-
tention was drawn are already in hand. I
would like to thank Mr. Fraser for having
so often supported me, and I can assure him

-and his colleagues that I shall have exactly-
the same pleasure next session in again seek-
ing their support.

Question put and passed

Bill read a second time.
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In Committee, etc.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, reported without amendment and the
report adopted.

Bill read a third time and passed.

3IL-LiquiD FUEL (EKERGENCY
PROVISIONS).

Assembly's Message.

Message from the Assembly received and
read, notifying that it had agreed to the
Council's amendments.

OOMPLIMENTARY REMARKS.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Before we
adjourn, I would like to, make a few remarks
as this is the close of the session. I wish to
say how pleased we are that you, Mr. Presi-
dent, have been restored to health so as to
be able to resume your office. I trust that
during the coming recess you will enjoy
vastly improved health. I wish also to con-
vey my thanks to you, Sir, for the considera-
tion you have given me during the session.
It has not been an altogether easy one,
although I may say that as regards hours,
it has perhaps been short. I would also
like to convey to the Chairman of Commit-
tees my thanks for the assistance he has
rendered the House during the session, and
that also applies to the deputy chairmen,

I am sorry that the Honorary Minister
for Agriculture (Hon. G. B. Wood) has
been away for some little whit;, but I under-
stand his health is improving. 1 trust it
will improve rapidly. We all hope that he
will soon be back in his office. It was only
after he left that I personally appreciated
his worth and the great assistance be was in
the House. I think I voice the Opinion Of
all members when I say we wish him a
speedy recovery. The officers of the House-
the Clerk, the Clerk Assistant and the Clerk
,of Records, have as usual, been most cour-
teous and helpful. On many ocenasions they
have relieved the somewhat serious nature of
our duties by bringing in a little of the
lighter side of life. That is necessary at
times.

There are some people who have to work
hard all through. Although we do not cause
them the trouble that another place does,
they have, nevertheless, had an extremely

hard time this year-I refer to the "Han-
sard" staff. They have had very long hours
and, in addition, Select Committees and
Royal Commissions to attend to. The way
they get through their work so excellently
is rather wonderful. I have not heard one
complaint from any member that his speech
had net been properly recorded,

When we come to the House, the first
man we meet is the hail porter. We ought
to thank him for his courtesy and the way
he looks after us. He always greets us
wvith some unfortunate circular, or the fact
that we have been appointed to some office,
which necessitates our writing a letter and
enclosing something with it. Nevertheless
he hands us our letters with a smiling face;
I think he must know what the contents are.
We also have a House staff. There is the
dining room and the room just before we
get there, and where we always receive the
utmost courtesy.

Hon. W. J. Mann: Is it the new servery
that you mean?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yes, but
there is another place before the new
servery where I shall be pleased to accom-
pany the hon. member if he will take me
there afterwards. Those members of the
staff who are there are extremely courteous
and helpful. There are times when they
have occasion, perhaps, not to be. They do
not know how many of us will be in for
meals; or whether the House will be sitting.
There are frequent upsets. Although it is
not our fault and we have not been the
cause, they have had some extremely late
hours.

The people who are so often forgotten
are our cooks. They have had a bad time
this year because for a long time there was
no place in which they could perform their
duties. I am pleased to say, however, that
the House Committee has now provided
them with a proper cookhouse, and that the
kitchen is now excellent. As a result I
think they should be very happy, and I am
sure they are. I know we are, because when
you, Sir, say, "I shall leave the Chair until
7.30," there is generally an expression of
anticipation on the faces of members when
they go to see what the cook has provided
for. them.
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A recent and useful innovation in Parlia-
moant House is our modern paging system.
it is most pleaiing to hear a pleasant female
voice calling us to the phone. I feel we all
owe thanks to our telephonist, Miss Boyle,
and to Mr. McDonald, for their unfailing
help and courtesy. I must no 't forget even
our messenger boys whose cheerful service
has been available to members throughout
the session.

Some members of this House have often
opposed me, in regard to matters I have
brought forward here, and have even on
occasions caused me some annoyance, but on
reflection I have felt no rancour and have
oven, at times, felt that they have been 4ght.
I have no objection to any member opposing
matters I bring forward. I owe even more
thanks to those members who have given me
their support. Between now and our next
meeting here there is to he a general elec-
tion for another place and ten members of
this House must also face the electors.
Without wishing to be selfish, I sincerely
trust that all mny colleagues in another place
will he returned, and if some of those who
do not think as we do in that place desire
to change their opinions and their seats
they will be welcuome.

To all members who are to go before the
,electors I would wish the best of good for-
tune. I trust that whoever occupies this
seat when Parliament meets again will bring
forward measures for the good government
of the country and the happiness of our
people. Should I still occupy this seat I
trust and believe I will continue to receive
support. In conclusion, I wish for all hap-
piness and enjoyment until we meet again.
I trust members will relax and meet all
their country friends at the Royal Show
and that afl will return here next year in
the best of spirits and good health.

Hon. J. A. DIMITT: A somewhat un-
usual set of circumstances has prevailed this
session, Mr. President, with rather curious
effects. First of all, it reduced the number
of sitting hours of this House, which I be-
lieve irked most members here. That reduc-
tion of sitting hours has been commented on
by a member of another place, who seems
to take every opportunity to indulge in ad-
verse criticism of the Legislative Council. I
would point out that the blame is entirely

(963

due to the loquacity of our critic 'and his
parliamentary colleagues. Another feature,
Mr. President, of this unusual session is
that we are closing down at the end of SeP-
tember instead of in the middle o-f Decem-
hber, and that renders it quite unsuitable to
extend the Christmas and New Year greet-
ings. which are customary at the closing of
auy session,

I think we all realise that there is a note
of sadness in the closing of the session be-
cause with it we see the closing of the
public life of one of our oldest members.
Mr. Thomson retires from this Parliament
carrying with him the best wishes of every
member. He has played ant important part
in the Legislature of this country for more
than three decades, and I am sure that I
express the wish of every member, Mr.
Thomson, when.I say we hope that you will
enjoy your retirement and will look back
with a degree of pleasure on the thousands
of hours you have spent in the legislative
halls of Western Australia.

Mr. President, I join with the Chief Sec-
retary in expressi ng great pleasure that you,
Sir, have been restored to good health, and
I hope that for the rest of this year and in
the future yo'ur health will steadily improve,.
Before I resume my seat, might I follow the
lead that the Chief Secretary has given in
expressing my thanks to you, Sir, for your
kindness to me throughout the session. Also
my thanks to the Clerk of Parliaments, Mr.
Leake; the Clerk Assistant, Mr. Sparks;
and the Clerk of Records, Mr. Browne, for
the immense assistance they have given me
during the year.

I thank the Deputy Chairmen for their
help and also the staff of Parliament Hours
which has done an excellent job, as it always
does. They provide an excellent service and
fare, and our thanks are due to Mr. Roberts
and the staff .which' works under him.
"Hansard," of course, always does a good
job. I think its members make a much
better job of our utterances than we do our-
selves, and they deserve a great deal of
credit for tidying up the ragged ends of our
speeches. Finally, I thank every member
of this House for the kindness, considera-
tion and help he has shown to me in every
Committee stage of the legislation that has
passed through this Hou; e this session.
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Hon.- E. H. GRAY: I desire to support
the remarks of the Chief Secretary, with the
exception of his concluding comments. There
is no doubt that sickness has had a tremen-
dous effect upon the business of this Cham-
ber during the year, anfl I do not think we
have ever had the experience of so many
members being absent from the House at
once us a result of illness. I am indeed sorry
that the Honorary Minister for Agriculture
has been stricken as he has. He has un-
doubtedly performed wonderful service in
the House and has always been an extremely
conscientious Minister. I am sure that it
was as a result of his application to his
duties that his sickness occurred. Apart
from his duties here, be travelled extensively
throughout the country on departmental af-
fairs, and I sincerely hope he will have a
speedy recovery.

Then again, Mr. Baxter bad Mr. Thomson
have also suffered sickness during the year,
and I am plea~<d to see that they are with
us tonight. Pwish to extend my congratula-
tions to Mr. Thomson upon the extremely
long parliamentary service he has given to
this State. I was one of the first to vote for
him when I was a farmer. There was no
Labour candidate standing for the district
at the time and, being a farmer, I took the
chair at his meetings. Since that time, he
has had a long parliamentary record, and
has rendered great service to the people of
the State.

I endorse everything that has been said
regarding the officers of Parliament from
the highest on the staff to the boys who do
the running about. We are very fortunate
in having such a competent staff. The ses-
sion has been a very peaceful one, probably
the most peaceful we have ever had. Several
of our members will have to face the electors
next year and I join with the Chief Secre-
tary, with Party reservations however, in
hoping ttat they will all he returned. You,
Mr. President, have had more than your
share of sickness. I am delighted to see
you back and hope you will enjoy a restful
period of good health during the next few
months.

Hon. W. J. MANN: As one of the
oldest members of this, House in years,
I have pleasure in supporting all that
has been said about the officers and
staff and those who have contributed

to make the work of this Chamber
run so smoothly. The Chief Secretary,
enumerated all but one section. I am sure
he unwittingly forgot to mention the band
of ladies upstairs who, unseen, do one of
the finest jobs possible for a team of typistes;
anywhere. We do not realise just how won-
derfully competent those ladies are and how
they work the same hours as the other mem-
bers of the "Hansard" staff.

The Chief Secretary: I included them in
referring to the "Hansard" staff.

Hon. W. 3. 31ANN: At any rate, no harm
can result from giving them a special men-
tion. ,I have wondered many times just
how they manage to stand up to the work
as they do.

One matter I cannot allow to pass with-
out reference is the fact that after sitting
alongside my delightful friend, Mr. Thom-
son, for 17 years, I am about to lose him.
He has frequently hauled me back from the
wrong track and put me on the right one,
and has always been a true friend and

helper. Seventeen years ig a long time to
sit beside another member, but in all those
years I cannot remember having had a
semblance of a quarrel or disagreement with
him other than on the merits of some Piece
of legislation. We wish Mr. Thomson long

years of comfort. We shall miss him just
as we shall miss any other members who

fail to be returned at the biennial elections
next May. I think I can go a little further
than Mr. Gray went by saying that I shall

be pleased to see the whole nine of the retir-
ing members returned to this House.

The PRESIDENT: In closing the

session, I wish to join vwith those who have
expressed their gratitude for and their

appreciation of the work that has been car-
ried out by the Minister and the Honorary
Minister during the session. I particularly
want to express my own thanks for the con-

sideration that has been extended to me by
those two gentlemen and also by every mem-
ber. Unfortunately, I was not able to he

here the whole time, and I want to thank

the Deputy President for the way in which
he carried on the work in my absence.I
feel very grateful.

I wish to join with others in extending
to Mr. Thomson best wishes for a pleasant
time during his retirement. We shall all
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miss him; and I am sure we hope that in
the future ho will come along and visit us
occasionally, because we always like to see
our old friends back with us- I also join
in expressing the hope that Mr. Wood will
be speedily restored to health and strength
and will be able to carry on the parliamen-
tary work in which he is so keenly interested.
To the "Hansard" typists, too, we are very
grateful. What the strain of that work is,
I think only those who have seen them at
work year after year can appreciate.

To the "Hansard" staff-bothi those who
take down our remarks and those who have
the typing of them afterwards-we are very
grateful. The Controller and his staff have
done their duties in the efficient and cordial
way that has always characterised their
-activities. I -want to thank members for
the standard they have established and maiu-
tamned in this House. Our work has been
carried out with that dignity and decorum
which have always distinguished the sittings
,of the Legislative Council; and while we
may not have occupied the usual amount of
time in our work, it has at any rate been

.accomplished efficiently and speedily.

To those members who 'are retiring we
,extend our hest wis9hes and the hope that
they will survive the appeal to their consti-
tuents and will join -as in the year that is
to come- I believe the State is on the verge
of a period of great prosperity. We must
realise that the expansion this country is
undertaking cannot but be reflected through
the whole community, and I wish to close on
that note of optimism. I hope that mem-
bers, during the few months of the recess,
will enjoy good health and will see the
future blossoming in prosperity.

ADJOURNMENT-SPECIAL.

THE CHIEF SECRETARY (Hon. H.
S. W. Parker-Metropolitan-Suburban): I
move-

That the House at its rising adjourn to a
'date to he fixed.

-Question put and passed.

Houwe adjourned at 9.58 p.m.

n _ , - - .
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MOTOR VEHICLES, DISTRIBUTION.

As to Urgency Motion.

Mr. SPEAKER: I have received from
the membe-r for Irwin-Moore a letter of
today's date, and reading as follows:-
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